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3D	  world	  

A	  picture	  says	  than	  1000	  words	  ...	  	  
	  ...	  a	  model	  tells	  the	  whole	  story	  
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+	  
3D	  Genera<ve	  manufacturing	  processes	  



+	  
Ink-‐jet	  technology	   	  	  

•  The	  ink-‐jet	  technology	  is	  a	  contact	  free	  dot	  
matrix	  prin<ng	  procedure.	  Ink	  is	  issued	  from	  a	  
small	  aperture	  directly	  onto	  a	  specific	  posi<on	  
on	  a	  medium	  
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Inkjet	  technology	  
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Figure 29. Map of current and new applications [13]. 

 

At present time, both TIJ and PIJ printing turned out to be the two most important 

technologies when it comes to printing. Even though initially TIJ has advantages over 

PIJ, these have been leveled over the years by further development of the PIJ 

technology. 

The strength of the PIJ technology is represented by its ability to deposit a wide 

variety of materials on various substrates in well-defined patterns. Lately emerged 

many other applications than printing onto paper [62–69]. In the display market, 

inkjet technology is mainly used to manufacture Flat Panel Displays (FDP), Liquid 

Crystal Displays (LCD), color filters (a part of LCDs), Polymer Light Emitting Diodes 

(PLED), and flexible displays. The accompanying performance criteria are among the 

major driving forces behind much research and development efforts. Within the 

chemical market, the inkjet technology is mainly used as a tool for research purposes. 

The unique capacity of the technology for dispensing small doses of liquids makes it 

very useful for this market. Applications include material and substrate development 

as well as coating purposes. 

In the electronic market, inkjet print heads are used to create functional electrical 

traces using conductive fluids on both rigid and flexible substrates [10].  

 

 

3.6 FUTURE DEMANDS 

 

The requirements for the inkjet printing technology are continuously increasing. The 

near future demands require the achievement of smaller drops, higher drop velocities, 

higher drop repetition rates, smaller print head designs, a maximum jetting stability, 

	  X.	  Wang.	  Nanotech	  Conference	  &	  Expo	  2009,	  Houston,	  TX,	  (2009)	  
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Inkjet	  
Technology	  

Con<nuous	   Drop-‐on-‐
demand	  

Acous<c	   El.sta<c	   Piezo	   Thermal	  



+	  
Mechanisms	  of	  drop	  forma<on	  

1.1. HISTORICAL OVERVIEW ON INKJET TECHNOLOGY 3

in the Mingograph, which was released in 1952. Instead of being an inkjet printer,
it was merely a medical voltage recorder (e.g. for ECG and EEG). The deflecting
of the drops was driven through analog voltages from a sensor, quite similar to
current seismic apparatus.

In the early 1960s Sweet of Stanford University demonstrated that, by apply-
ing a pressure wave pattern to an orifice, the ink stream could be broken into
droplets of uniform size and spacing [147]. When the drop break-up mechanism
was controlled, the drops could be charged selectively and reliably as they emerged
out of the continuous ink stream. The charged drops were deflected, when pass-
ing through an electric field, to form an image on the substrate. The uncharged
drops were captured by the gutter and re-circulated in the system. This version
of the printing process is known as the Continuous Inkjet (CIJ) printing process
(US Patent 3,596,275), with the Inkjet Oscillograph as first device. This device
was elaborated for use by the Stanford Research Institute (SRI) for inkjet bar cod-
ing work for Recognition Equipment Incorporated (REI). The A.B. Dick Company
elaborated Sweets invention to be used for character printing. With their Videojet
9600 in 1968, it was the first commercial CIJ printing product.

Figure 1.2: Classification of inkjet printing technologies, adapted from [97].

The binary deflection was further developed, not only for bar code printing, but
also for advertising purposes, with the so-called DIJIT printer, introduced in 1973
by the Mead company. Developments were boosted by the huge research efforts
of IBM in the 1970s, which resulted in 1976 in the IBM 6640, a word processing
hardcopy-output peripheral application [27]. Two companies were involved in
the multiple drop deflection, the Sharp and the Applicon company. The former
released their Jetpoint in 1973, the latter their color image printer in 1977. In
the same period Hertz of the Lund University of Technology in Sweden developed



+	  
Con<nuous	  Ink-‐Jet	  (CIJ)	  

•  Plateau-‐Rayleigh	  instability	  
–  A	  falling	  stream	  of	  fluid	  breaks	  up	  into	  smaller	  drops	  (the	  liquid	  is	  unstable)	  
–  When	  a	  jet	  is	  thin	  enough,	  the	  effect	  of	  gravity	  is	  negligible	  compared	  to	  

surface	  energy	  
–  The	  jet	  changes	  its	  shape	  to	  reduce	  the	  total	  surface	  energy	  
–  Liquid	  flow	  sets	  the	  <me.	  

Jens Ducrée and Roland Zengerle

Praxis beispie l: Ausa rbeitu ngspha
A usarbe itung d er Stan dard-Z

8. Ink-Jet Technology

8.1.1. Ink-Jet Technology: History (1)

� 1878: Lord Rayleigh
� Breaking of liquid jets into individual droplets
� [On the instability of jets, in Proc. London Math. Soc. 10 (4), 4R13 

(1878)]
� Surface-tension related stable minimum of energy
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Con<nuous	  Ink-‐Jet	  (CIJ)	  

•  Minimum	  of	  surface	  energy	  
•  Varicose	  perturba<on	  (unstable	  system)	  
•  No	  constant	  radius	  of	  curvature	  
•  Time	  and	  length	  scale	  
•  Drop	  radius	  



+	  
Con<nuous	  Ink-‐Jet	  (CIJ)	  

•  Dedicated	  charging	  of	  droplets	  
•  Recircula<on	  by	  deflec<on	  in	  transversal	  electrical	  field	  

Jens Ducrée and Roland Zengerle
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8. Ink-Jet Technology

8.1.2. cIJ: Setup
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Con<nuous	  Ink-‐Jet	  (CIJ)	  

•  Binary	  deflec<on	  
–  Uncharged	  droples	  dispended	  on	  substrate	  
–  Charged	  droplets	  recirculate	  

•  Mul<ple	  deflec<on	  
–  Uncharged	  droplets	  recirculated	  by	  gu_er	  
–  Charged	  droplets	  deflected	  according	  to	  q/m	  ra<on	  
–  2-‐dimensional	  wri<ng	  of	  small	  areas	  with	  single	  

nozzle	  
Jens Ducrée and Roland Zengerle
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8. Ink-Jet Technology

8.1.2. cIJ: Binary Deflection

�Uncharged droplets dispensed on substrate
�Charged droplets recirculate

Jens Ducrée and Roland Zengerle
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8. Ink-Jet Technology

8.1.2. cIJ: Multiple Deflection

�Uncharged droplets recirculated by gutter
�Charged droplets deflected according to q / m-ratio
�2-dimensional writing of small areas with single nozzle
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Con<nuous	  Ink-‐Jet	  (CIJ)	  

•  Droplet	  delivery	  
–  Emission	  of	  cylindrical	  plug	  from	  orifice	  
–  S<mulated	  break-‐off	  (induced	  varicosity)	  
–  Charging	  by	  passing	  electric	  field	  (ring	  or	  tunnel)	  
–  Orifice	  diameter	  50-‐80	  um	  
–  Droplet	  size	  ≅	  120	  um	  (volume	  4fl	  –	  1pl)	  
–  Droplet	  frequencies	  in	  order	  of	  100	  kHz	  	  
–  Frequently	  satellite	  droples	  formed	  

Jens Ducrée and Roland Zengerle
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8. Ink-Jet Technology

8.1.2. Droplet Delivery
� Droplet formation

� Emission of cylindrical plug from orifice
� Varicosity

- Sectioning into thinner and thicker zones

� Ligaments break
- Electrical connection to print head cut

� Stimulated break-off
� cIJ: disintegration induced by regular 

wave patterns applied to orifice
� Growth of perturbations
� Predetermined breaking points
� Critical parameters
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0.25 ms
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0.35 ms

0.40 ms

0.50 ms

0.60 ms

0.70 ms

nozzle

Ekin
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tension
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Con<nuous	  Ink-‐Jet	  (CIJ)	  

•  Drawbacks	  
–  Complex	  recircula<on	  
– Deflec<on	  according	  to	  charge-‐to-‐mass	  ra<o	  (limited	  
accuracy)	  

–  Restric<on	  to	  conduc<ng	  ink	  formulas	  
–  Low	  quality	  

•  Applica<on	  
•  Industrial	  small-‐character	  prin<ng	  (SCP)	  
–  Zanasi	  
–  h_p://www.youtube.com/watch?v=BZlcNDj4uY	  



DROP	  ON	  DEMAND	  (DOD)	  



+	  
Drop	  On	  Demand	  (DoD)	  

•  Mechanism	  of	  droplet	  forma<on:	  
– Thermal	  
– Piezo-‐electric	  
– Electrosta<c	  
– Acous<c	  

Jens Ducrée and Roland Zengerle
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8. Ink-Jet Technology

8.2.1. Impulse Method: Setup
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DoD	  –	  Thermal	  Ink-‐Jet	  (TIJ)	  
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8. Ink-Jet Technology

8.2.4. Thermal Ink-Jet Technology

� Commercially most successful

� Variant 1: roof shooter
� Heater above orifice
� Hewlett-Packard, Lexmark and Olivetti

� Variant 2: side-shooter
� Heater lateral to orifice
� Canon and Xerox

•  Side	  shoother	  
–  Heater	  lateral	  to	  horifice	  

(Canon	  and	  Xerox)	  

Jens Ducrée and Roland Zengerle
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8. Ink-Jet Technology

8.2.4. Thermal Ink-Jet Technology

� Commercially most successful

� Variant 1: roof shooter
� Heater above orifice
� Hewlett-Packard, Lexmark and Olivetti

� Variant 2: side-shooter
� Heater lateral to orifice
� Canon and Xerox

•  Roof	  shooter	  
–  Heater	  above	  orifice	  

(HP,	  Lexmark,	  Oliven)	  
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DoD	  –	  Thermal	  Ink-‐Jet	  (TIJ)	  

•  Phase	  of	  droplet	  forma<on	  
•  Hea<ng	  

–  Overheated	  ink	  (over	  the	  
spinodal	  limit,	  around	  300°C	  
for	  water)	  

–  At	  300°C:	  nuclea<on	  of	  
bubble	  

•  Expansion	  
–  Ejec<on	  of	  ink	  
–  Parallel	  to	  bubble	  expansion	  

•  Droplet	  forma<on	  
–  Collapsing	  vapour	  bubble	  
–  Retrac<on	  of	  bulk	  ink	  
–  Refilling	  of	  cavity	  (80-‐200	  us,	  

speed	  cri<cal	  step)	  

Jens Ducrée and Roland Zengerle
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8. Ink-Jet Technology

8.2.4. tIJ: Phases of Droplet Formation

�Heating (some µs)
�Overheated ink
�At 300°C: nucleation of bubble

LExpansion
�Ejection of ink
�Parallel to bubble expansion
�Bubble pressure (empirical)

�Droplet formation
�Collapsing vapor bubble
�Retraction of bulk ink
�Refilling of cavity (80-200 µs)

-Speed-critical step
Jens Ducrée and Roland Zengerle
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8. Ink-Jet Technology

8.2.4. tIJ: Droplet Formation
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+	  
DoD	  –	  Thermal	  Ink-‐Jet	  (TIJ)	  

•  Example:	  nozzle	  of	  DJ	  850C	  color	  
printhead	  

•  Roof	  shooter	  
•  6000	  droplets	  a	  32	  pl	  per	  second	  (cycle	  

<me	  170	  us)	  
•  Widht	  and	  height	  of	  ink	  channel	  on	  um	  

range	  
•  Cri<cal	  produciton	  parameters	  

–  Dimensional	  stability	  
–  Precision	  
–  Uniformity	  of	  nozzles	  

•  Drop	  performance	  
–  Frequency	  
–  Volume	  
–  Speed	  

Jens Ducrée and Roland Zengerle
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8. Ink-Jet Technology

8.2.4. tIJ: Nozzle of DJ 850C Color printhead

� Heater (roof shooter, aperture plate removed)
� 6000 droplets à 32 pl per second

� Cycle time 170 µs

� Width and height of ink channel on µm range
� Critical production parameters

� Dimensional stability
� Precision
� Uniformity of nozzles

� Drop performance
� Frequency
� Volume
� Speed
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DoD	  –	  Thermal	  Ink-‐Jet	  (TIJ)	  

•  A	  case	  of	  study	  
A K Sen and J Darabi

Ink manifold  

Ink chamber 

Heater

Nozzle guide 
Ink channel 

Passivation layer

Figure 1. A cross-sectional view of the inkjet print head.

saturation pressure corresponding to liquid temperature Tl,
coefficients cevap and ccon are the accommodation coefficients
for evaporation and condensation, respectively. The energy
changes in the fluid are computed as follows. If !m is the
mass exchange between fluid and vapor in an element, the
corresponding change in the liquid energy in the element is

!E =
∣∣∣∣∣
!m(Hlv + el), if !m ! 0

!m
(
Hlv + c

vap
v Tv

)
, if !m " 0

(8)

where Hlv denotes the latent heat of vaporization and el is the
specific energy of the liquid at temperature Tl. The fluid–air
interface is tracked using the volume of fluid (VOF) technique
[17]. The motion of the interface between the liquid and air is
defined by a volume fraction function F in equation (9), and
the interface is tracked using the conditions in equation (10):

dF

dt
+ u⃗ · ∇F = 0 (9)

F (x, y, z, t) =

⎧
⎨

⎩

0 outside the liquid
1 inside the liquid
>0,<1 on the free surface.

(10)

Equation (9) also represents the kinematic condition at the
interface. The simulation tool solves equations (1)–(10) with
appropriate boundary conditions, as applicable to any specific
print head design.

3. Simulation of the proposed TIJ print head

3.1. Description of the device structure

A cross-sectional view of the structure of the proposed TIJ
print head is depicted in figure 1. The device comprises an
ink manifold, dome-shaped ink chamber, a thin film nozzle
guide, ring-shaped heaters and a passivation layer in between
the heater and the ink chamber. The design has the ink
chamber and the nozzle inline, thus higher nozzle density can
be achieved. It includes a passivation layer between the heater
and the ink chamber thereby eliminating heater burn out issues.
The shape of the ink chamber is hemispherical (dome-shaped)
which can be fabricated on a Si-substrate using isotropic wet
bulk micromachining. The nozzle guide and the heater can be
formed using thin film deposition.

D d
w

t

L

x

Figure 2. Computational model of the inkjet print head.

3

4

21

Figure 3. Boundaries of the computational domain.

3.2. Description of the computational model

A schematic diagram of the computational model of the inkjet
print head simulated in the present study is depicted in figure 2.
The diameter of the ink chamber is D, the nozzle diameter is d,
the heater width is w and the thickness of the passivation layer
is t. x defines the location of the heater w.r.t. the nozzle. The
width of the thermal pulse applied to the heater element is τ .
The printing surface is located at a distance L from the nozzle
orifice. The ink present inside the ink chamber is of density ρ,
viscosity µ and surface tension γ . The thermal conductivity
of the passivation layer is k.

3.3. Boundary conditions

A two-dimensional axi-symmetric model is considered for
simulation. The boundary conditions for the model are
illustrated with reference to figure 3. Boundary 1 (inlet
boundary)—stagnation pressure boundary conditions that
represent the external ambient conditions as a large reservoir
of stationary fluid, and fluid fraction function F = 1, boundary
2—symmetry boundary condition which indicates that the
same physical processes exit on the two sides of the boundary,
boundary 3 and 4—continuative boundary condition which
represents zero normal derivative at the boundary for all
quantities, F = 0, all the solid boundaries: no-slip boundary
conditions. The contact angle used in the simulation was
10◦ which represents the full-wetting condition. The initial
temperature in the computational domain is 300 K.

3.4. Model validation

The numerical model is validated by comparing the model
predictions with the experimental data and results of a lumped
model for the axi-symmetric TIJ print head reported by Lee
et al [18]. The droplet momentum as a function of nozzle
diameter predicted by the present model is compared with
that measured in the experiments and obtained from the
lumped model in figure 4. The agreement between the model
predictions and the experimental data is within 10% indicating
the validity of the model and modeling methodology.
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A K Sen and J Darabi

t = 2.1 µs

t = 4.5 µs

t = 9 µs

t = 15 µs

t = 22 µs

t = 27 µs

t = 31 µs

Figure 7. Time evolution of the liquid profile along with the
temperature (K) contours inside the liquid.

adjusted during the microfabrication process. The operating
parameters include thermal energy and pulse width, which
can be controlled during operation of the device. The fluid
properties include the density, surface tension and viscosity
that can be tuned by the ink manufacturers. The droplet
volume and speed of the droplets can be precisely modulated
by adjusting the print head geometry, operating conditions
and fluid properties. The droplet volume and speed control
the printing precision and speed. Another design goal is to
minimize the formation of satellite droplets to improve the
print quality. The droplet volume and speed (average) are
calculated by the simulation tool at a distance of 0.5 mm
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Figure 8. Variation of the temperature (K) of the heater and fluid
film with time.

from the nozzle orifice. The threshold energy is calculated by
determining the minimum thermal energy for which droplet
ejection is observed. The tail length is calculated soon after
the droplet is detached from the chamber–fluid interface.
Figure 10 shows effects of the nozzle diameter on droplet
volume and speed. It is observed that there is an increase of the
droplet volume with increase in nozzle diameter. The surface
tension force acting on the fluid–air interface is lower for a
larger nozzle, thus more volume of fluid can be ejected for the
same thermal energy. The decrease in the speed of the droplets
may be due to increase in the droplet mass with increase
in the nozzle diameter. Similar trends have been observed
in previous experiments [8]. Variation of droplet volume
and threshold thermal energy with the width of the heater
is depicted in figure 11. The results show that droplet volume
increases with increase in the heater width. Increase in droplet
volume is possibly due to formation of a larger thermal bubble
at a higher heater width, which displaces more fluid from
the chamber. The results also show a decrease in threshold
thermal energy with increase in the heater width which may
be due to a higher rate of heat transfer to the fluid because of
the higher bottom surface area of the heater. The influence of
chamber size and heater location on threshold thermal energy
is presented in figure 12. There is an increase of threshold
thermal energy with increase in the chamber size which may
be due to the increase in static pressure in the chamber for a
larger chamber size. A higher thermal energy is required to
generate a thermal bubble that can generate enough pressure
for the droplet ejection. The results also show increase in the
threshold thermal energy with increase in the distance between
the heater and the nozzle orifice. This is possibly because a
larger amount of heat is transferred (heat loss) to the substrate
which could have been otherwise transferred to the fluid, as
the heater is located far away from the nozzle. The choice of
passivation layer between the heater and the ink chamber is an
important design factor.

Variation of the threshold thermal energy with thermal
conductivity of the passivation layer (for different materials)
is depicted in figure 13. It is observed that there is a significant
decrease of threshold thermal energy with increase in the
thermal conductivity of the passivation layer, as expected.
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Droplet ejection performance of a monolithic thermal inkjet print head

t = 2.1 µs

t = 4.5 µs

t = 9 µs

t = 15 µs

t = 22 µs

t = 27 µs

t = 31 µs

Figure 9. Axial-velocity contours (m s−1) in the fluid.

Four different materials have been evaluated—SiO2, SiN,
SiC, AL and CVD diamond in increasing order of thermal
conductivity.

The influence of the nozzle-guide length on droplet
volume and speed is depicted in figure 14. The results show
that both droplet volume and speed decrease with increase in
the nozzle guide length. This may be due to the fact that
a longer nozzle guide increases the pressure drop or flow
resistance, thus resulting in a smaller and slower droplet.
Decrease in the momentum of the ejected droplet with increase
in the length of the nozzle guide has been reported by [18].
Figure 15 presents influence of thermal energy on the droplet
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speed.
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volume and speed. The results show that both droplet volume
and speed increase with increase in the thermal energy. A
higher thermal energy results in faster droplets, thus reducing
the printing time but at the same time the droplet volume
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surface tension and increases slowly with increase in viscosity.
This trend is consistent with the results reported by [19].

5. Conclusion

The droplet ejection performance of a thermally-driven
monolithic inkjet print head based on a dome-shaped ink
chamber, a nozzle guide and a ring-shaped heater was
simulated. The design employs a passivation layer as an
intermediate layer between the ink and the heater, thus
eliminating heater burnout issues and improving reliability.
The design configuration is such that the ink chamber and
the nozzle are inline, thus higher nozzle density can be
achieved. The numerical model is validated by comparing the
model predictions with experimental results for a previously
reported print head design. The agreement between the
model predictions and the experimental results is within
10%, indicating the validity of the model and modeling
methodology. The droplet ejection performance of the
proposed print head design was simulated including the
nucleation and growth of the thermal bubble. A thermal
pulse was used as the driving mechanism for the droplet
ejection. Coupled flow and energy along with bubble
dynamics equations were solved to predict the time evolution
of the fluid interface, droplet volume and speed, heater and
fluid-film temperature and temperature distribution in the ink
present in the chamber. The model was used to investigate
the effects of print head geometry including nozzle diameter,
nozzle-guide length, chamber size, heater location and thermal
conductivity of the passivation layer, operating conditions
including thermal energy and pulse width, and ink properties
on droplet volume and speed. The influence of ink properties
on tail length was also studied. The results of the parametric
study are expected to facilitate the design and operation of the
proposed print head design.
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+	  
DOP	  –	  piezo-‐electric	  IJ	  

•  Deforma<on	  of	  piezo-‐ceramics	  
•  Change	  in	  volume	  
•  Pressure	  wave	  propagates	  to	  

nozzle	  
•  Deflec<on	  of	  piezo-‐ceramics	  in	  

submicrometric	  range	  
•  Piezo-‐element	  has	  to	  be	  much	  

larger	  than	  orifice	  
•  Main	  problem:	  miniaturiza<on	  	  

1.1. HISTORICAL OVERVIEW ON INKJET TECHNOLOGY 5

DOD electrostatic pull principle was abandoned due to poor printing quality and
reliability, although research activities continues until today [153, 154].

Generally, the basis of piezoelectric inkjet (PIJ) printers is attributed to three
patents in the 1970s. Common denominator of these three patents is the use of
a piezoelectrical unit to convert an electrical driving voltage into a mechanical
deformation of a ink chamber, which generates the pressure required for the drop
formation from a nozzle. The first one is that of Zoltan of the Clevite company in
1972 (US Patent 3,683,212), proposing a squeeze mode of operation [28]. In this
mode, a hollow tube of piezoelectric material is used. When a voltage is applied
on the piezoelectric material, the ink chamber is squeezed and a drop is forced out
of a nozzle.

Figure 1.4: Classification of piezo inkjet (PIJ) printhead technologies by the de-
formation mode used to generate the drops.

The second patent of Stemme of the Chalmers University in 1973 (US Patent
3,747,120) utilizes the bend mode of piezoelectric operation. In this mode, the
bending of a wall of the ink chamber is used to eject a drop. The third patent
of Kyser and Sears of the Silonics company in 1976 (US Patent 3,946,398) also
used the bend mode operation. Both bend-mode patents were filed in the same
year. The minor difference between the two is that Stemme used a flat disc of
piezoelectric material to deform a rear wall of an ink chamber and that Kyser and
Sears used a rectangular plate to deform the roof of an ink chamber. The first
PIJ printer to reach the market was in 1977 with the Siemens PT-80, which used
the squeeze mode. Silonics was the second company to introduce a piezoelectric
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DOP	  –	  piezo-‐electric	  IJ	  
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+	  
DOP	  –	  piezo-‐electric	  IJ	  

•  OmniJet	  100	  –	  samsung	  cartridges	  
•  Signal	  waveform	  

!

! !

!



+	  
DoD	  –	  piezo-‐electric	  IJ	  

•  Lumped	  model	  
•  Electromechanic	  modelling	  (Maxwell	  Approach)	  
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NOMENCLATURE 
 

��

q = flow rate 
C    = compliance 
M   = inertance 
p    = pressure  
R   = resistance 
V   = volume change 
V   = applied voltage 

 
 
1. Introduction  
 

Recently, inkjet printing methods have been examined with the 
aim of replacing conventional high-cost micro patterning processes 
on electronic devices, which include repeated mask masking, UV 
exposure, developing, chemical etching, resist stripping, cleaning, 
water rinsing, and drying.1 With recent advances in the synthesis and 
stabilization of nano-sized particles in a specific medium, direct inkjet 
printing has become a promising solution for the deposition of 
materials in a wide variety of applications. Compared with 
conventional processes, inkjet printing technology has low costs, 
simpler processing, and a high rate of material utilization. The 
adoption of a reliable piezoelectric inkjet printing head is desirable for 
ejecting fine droplets, without variations in the droplet velocity and 
size.  However, the absence of a reliable piezoelectric inkjet head for 
various functional inks prevents the application of inkjet printing 
technology during the manufacture of electronic products.2 In this 
study, a bending-mode piezoelectric inkjet head was investigated for 
directly printing on printed circuit boards (PCBs) using liquid metal 
ink. A lumped element model was developed to predict the 
performance of the inkjet head for various head design parameters.  

 
 
 
 
 
 
2. One Dimensional (1D) Lumped Model 
 

A schematic view of the piezoelectric-driven drop-on-demand 
inkjet head is shown in Fig. 1.  When an electric field is applied to a 
piezoelectric material, it changes its planar dimensions.  If it is rigidly 
attached to the vibratory plate, bending occurs. This bending 
increases the pressure in a chamber and causes an ink droplet to be 
ejected through the nozzle.  Demand ink jet heads are composed of a 
composite system of electrical, mechanical, and fluidic elements.  
However, the mathematical difficulty of predicting the performance 
of a printing head is greatly reduced by replacing the distributed 
components with equivalent lumped elements.3-5  The displacement 
of a piezoelectric vibrator in a pressurization chamber and the 
resulting ink stream may be analogized to the electric circuit shown in 
Fig. 2, where C, M, and R illustrate the compliance, inertance, and 
resistance of the lumped elements, respectively. The fluid 
compressibility in the pressurization chamber is represented by C.  
The elastic deformation of the vibratory plate also acts as compliance.  
When accelerated ink flows through a thin passage, the mass of the 
ink acts as an inertance.  In the notation, the subscript denotes the 
component of the inkjet head (e.g., “p” for piezoelectric vibrator, “c” 
for pressure generating chamber, “r” for restrictor, “n” for nozzle, 
“res” for reservoir, and “m” for meniscus). 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Fig. 1 Schematic diagram of the inkjet printing head  
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Fig. 2 Equivalent circuit diagram of the inkjet printing head 
 

By using a lumped element model of the inkjet printing head, we 
obtain following equations. 
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Where rq�� and nq��  are flow rates at the restrictor and nozzle, 
respectively.  Figure 3 shows a block diagram of the equivalent circuit 
for the inkjet printing head. Compared with the inertance and 
resistance of the nozzle and restrictor, Mc and Rc are sufficiently small 
that they can be neglected. 
 
2.1 Piezoelectric Vibrator  

An AC voltage Vp was applied across the piezoelectric vibrator to 
generate an effective pressure that drove the diaphragm into 
oscillation.  Thus, a conversion ratio Keq from the electrical domain to 
the fluidic domain with units of Pa/V must be considered.6  Keq can be 
calculated by comparing the displacement generated by the applied 
voltage and by the pressure. To obtain the compliance of the 
piezoelectric vibrator and Keq, a finite element (FE) analysis was 
performed using the commercial FEM package CoventorWare.  
Figure 4 shows the simulated displacement contour of the 
piezoelectric vibrator used to acquire its compliance and the 
conversion ratio of the voltage to pressure: 
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where Va is the volume change due to the pressure, P is the applied 
pressure, vV is the volume change due to the voltage, and V is the 
applied voltage. 
 
2.2 Compliance  

The fluid compressibility of the pressurization chamber acts as a 
compliance.  The compliance of the pressurization chamber is given 
by 
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where Vc is the volume of the pressurization chamber, � is the density 
of the ink, and � is the speed of sound in the ink, which is 
approximately 1500 m/s.   

2.3 Resistance 
The pressure drop is caused by viscous losses in the inkjet 

channels.  In addition, when fluid moves through the flow passages, 
a sudden change of the cross-sectional area occurs between both  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Fig. 3 Block diagram of the one-dimensional lumped model used for 
the analysis of inkjet head 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Fig. 4 Simulated displacement corresponding to an applied voltage 
for calculating the compliance of the vibrator and KVtoP in the lumped 
element analysis 
 
the pressurization chamber and the restrictor and nozzle, as shown in 
Fig. 5.  Thus, the effect of the sudden expansion and contraction must 
be considered when calculating the pressure drop: 
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q is the flow rate and Rse and Rsc are the resistances at the 
sudden expansion and contraction.  Based on Eq. (4),  
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Here, Lr is the length of the restrictor, Ln is the length of the nozzle, 
� is the ink viscosity, Deff_r is the effective diameter of the restrictor, 
and Dn is the nozzle diameter. The resistance due to the change of 
the cross-section is given by 
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Here, Lr is the length of the restrictor, Ln is the length of the nozzle, 
� is the ink viscosity, Deff_r is the effective diameter of the restrictor, 
and Dn is the nozzle diameter. The resistance due to the change of 
the cross-section is given by 



+	  
Nozzle	  design	  

•  Geometry	  parameters	  of	  nozzle	  
–  Diameter	  
–  Depth	  

•  Effect	  on	  droplets	  
–  Volume	  
–  Speed	  
–  Deflec<on	  angle	  

•  Effect	  on	  ink	  supply	  (refilling)	  
–  Capillary	  forces	  

•  Fabrica<on	  tolerances	  limit	  picture	  quality	  
•  Fabrica<on	  of	  orifice	  plates	  

–  Laser-‐abla<on	  in	  polyimide,	  
	  especially	  for	  small	  nozzles	  (10	  pl,	  20	  um)	  

–  Nickel-‐electropla<ng	  
–  Electro-‐discharge	  machining	  (EDM)	  
–  Micro-‐punching	  
–  Micro	  pressing	  
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8. Ink-Jet Technology

8.2.7. IJ-Technology: Nozzle Design (2)
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8. Ink-Jet Technology

8.2.7. IJ-Technology: Nozzle Design (3)

Electroplated Ni-nozzle
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Nozzle	  design	  



+	  
Cartridge	  Design	  

•  HP	  cartridge	  
– Bubble	  generator	  
– Accumulator	  



PRINTABILITY	  OF	  INKS	  



+	  
Printability	  of	  inks	  
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8. Ink-Jet Technology

8.2.2. pIJ: Droplet Formation

� Acoustic pressure wave
� Pressure drop due to viscosity
� Pressure drop due to surface tension

� Dynamic pressure (kinetic energy)

Surface	  
tension	  

Viscous	  	  
forces	  

Pressure	  
waves	  

Iner<a	  



+	  
Adimensional	  analysis	  

Re = vρa
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=
inertial forces
viscous forces
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Figure 4
Equations 2–4, together with the range of Z = 1/Oh that allows stable printing, can be plotted in a
coordinate system defined by the Reynolds and Weber numbers to illustrate the regime of fluid properties
where DOD inkjet printing is possible.

during DOD printing, and these can destabilize into a train of satellite droplets that follow the
main drop (Figure 3). The action of small concentrations of polymers can stabilize the tail so that
it retracts into the main drop during flight through surface tension, resulting in a single drop on
impact.

DROP/SUBSTRATE INTERACTION
For most applications of interest to materials scientists, the liquid drop will impact on a sub-
strate, and a subsequent phase change will transform the liquid into a solid. For some applications,
this phase change will generate the final desired product, whereas for others a secondary process
(e.g., sintering) is required. The liquid/solid phase change can occur by a number of mechanisms,
including solvent evaporation, cooling through a transition temperature, gelling of a polymer
precursor, and chemical reaction. In all these cases, solidification occurs postdeposition, and the
printed pattern must retain some stability in the liquid state prior to solidification. To fully un-
derstand the processes that occur between the printed drop and the substrate prior to attaining
the desired structure, we must identify the interactions that occur between the substrate and the
fluid drop prior to solidification.

Drop Impact and Spreading
The behavior of a liquid drop on impacting a solid surface is controlled by a number of physical
processes and can be driven by inertial forces, capillary forces, and gravitational forces. The
important dimensionless groupings are the Reynolds, Weber, and Ohnesorge numbers, as with
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Figure 5: Figure 5. A schematic diagram showing the operating regime for
stable operation of drop-on-demand inkjet printing. The diagram is redrawn
from [33] using the Ohnesorge number as the ordinate axis in place of the
Weber number We = (ReOh)2. The criterion for a drop to possess sufficient
kinetic energy to be ejected from the nozzle is given by Derby as Wecrit ≥ 4
or Re ≤ 2/Oh. The criterion for onset of splashing following impact is given
by Derby [33] as OhRe5/4 ≥ 50.

an operating space (which may be unknown a priori) such as the one sketched
originally by Ohnesorge. By contrast, numerical simulations of such processes
typically employ more familiar dynamical scalings in terms of the Reynolds
number and the Weber number, which both vary with the dynamical forc-
ing (V ). Experiments and simulations for a specific fluid thus correspond
to fixed values of the ratio

√
We/Re = Oh (as recognized for example by

Kroesser and Middleman, [30]). By keeping this ratio constant, numerical
simulations can be used to systematically explore transitions between differ-
ent drop pinchoff regimes, drop sizes and formation of satellite droplets; see,
for example [31, 32]. Successful operation of drop on demand inkjet printing

12

GH.	  McKinley,	  M	  Renardy,	  2011	  	  
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Figure 5
Parameter space defined by axes of Ohnesorge and Weber numbers showing the driving force for initial
drop spreading after impact. The conditions for DOD inkjet printing (taken from Figure 4) are shaded,
indicating that initial drop behavior is described by inertial or impact forces. Drawn following the schematic
diagram of Schiaffino & Sonin (25).

drop generation, but we must also consider the Bond number, Bo = ρga2/γ , where g is the
acceleration of gravity when gravitational forces are included. Typical fluids used for inkjet printing
have a density close to 1000 kg m−3 and a surface energy below 0.1 J m−2, and in DOD printing the
drops have diameters <100 µm. At these small length scales, Bo ≪ 1; hence gravitational forces
can be neglected. Thus, the dominant forces will be inertial and capillary. Schiaffino & Sonin
(25) considered the impact of relatively low Weber number drops on a solid surface. Although
their analysis was for solidifying drops, the initial stages after drop impact should be the same
for all impacting fluids. They proposed that drop behavior on impact can be divided into two
regimes: impact driven, in which the inertial forces dominate, and capillarity driven, in which
initial drop velocity is unimportant and the transition in behavior occurs at a critical value of the
Weber number. In addition, these authors characterized the resistance to spreading in terms of
the Ohnesorge number, defining regimes as almost inviscous and highly viscous. Figure 5 shows
these researchers’ representation of the regimes of initial impacting drop behavior, superimposed
onto which is the regime of stable DOD drop formation taken from Figure 4. We can see that
the initial stage of the interaction between an inkjet-printed drop and a substrate is impact driven
in a region of relatively inviscous behavior.

Yarin (26) reviewed the behavior of impacting liquid drops in the velocity range 1–30 ms−1

and size range 100–3000 µm; this is sufficiently close to the regime of inkjet printing to provide a
useful reference. Drop impact behavior can be conveniently divided into a number of timescales
determined by the dimensionless time after impact, t∗ = t(v/d0), where d0 is the droplet diameter
and v is droplet velocity (27). The initial impact stage is governed by kinematic behavior and has
a duration of approximately t∗ = 0.1 (or <1 µs for the dimensions and velocities appropriate
for inkjet printing). This is followed by impact-driven spreading, recoil, and oscillation. At small
values of t∗, viscous forces damp the spreading and oscillations, and surface tension forces become
more important in controlling behavior. At later stages the capillary forces begin to dominate
until, at t∗ ≈ 10–100 (0.1–1 ms), spreading is fully controlled by capillarity, and further extension
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Figure 6
Schematic illustration of the sequence of events that occurs after droplet impact on a substrate. Initial impact
is followed by a series of damped oscillations before capillary-driven flow occurs. θ is the contact angle, Di is
the initial droplet diameter, Dm is the maximum radius to which a droplet spreads during impact, and Vi is
the droplet velocity at impact. Adapted from illustration provided by Dr. H.K. Hsiao, Institute of
Manufacturing, University of Cambridge, United Kingdom.

occurs proportional to t1/10 (28). Spreading continues and approaches true equilibrium at t∗ >

1000. The sequence of these processes is illustrated schematically in Figure 6.
The final spread drop will have a contact diameter or footprint, dcon, determined by its volume

and the equilibrium contact angle, θ eqm. For drop sizes typical of inkjet printing, the Bond number
is sufficiently small that the spread drop shape can be taken as a segment of a sphere, with

dcon = d0
3

!""#
8

tan θeqm
2

$
3 + tan2 θeqm

2

% . 5.

Thus, the resolution, or minimum feature size of an inkjet-printed pattern, is controlled by the
dimensions of this footprint, which is a linear function of the diameter of the drop in flight. The
drop footprint increases with decreasing contact angle and is approximately 3d0 at a contact angle
of 10◦.

The contact angle is very important in controlling the final shape of a printed drop and patterns
built up from the interaction of drops. As a drop spreads after impact, it advances over a dry surface,
in which case the appropriate contact angle in Equation 5 is the static advancing contact angle
rather than a true equilibrium value. However, in the production of patterns, drops may contact and
interact with other drops. This interaction may lead to flow reversals, and in such cases the receding
contact angle becomes important. Receding contact angles are also important if drop solidification
occurs by solvent evaporation, in which case decreasing drop volume would be expected to lead to
the drop footprint decreasing in area. However, drying droplets of solutions (especially polymer
solutions) often show contact line pinning from solute deposition; this, combined with increased
solvent evaporation rate toward the edge of the droplet, can lead to solute deposition in a ring at
the contact line. This phenomenon is known as the coffee stain effect (29), which we discuss in
more detail below. When contact line pinning occurs, the receding contact angle will decrease
during evaporation and will tend toward zero.
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•  The	  final	  diameters	  is	  a	  linear	  func<on	  Di	  
•  The	  drop	  footprint	  increases	  with	  decreasing	  the	  contact	  
angle	  and	  is	  about	  3Di	  at	  a	  contact	  angle	  of	  10°	  

•  Coffee	  ring	  effect	  



+	  
Coffee	  ring	  effect	  1/2	  



+	  
Coffee	  ring	  effect	  2/2	  
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Upper bound to velocity defined
by mechanical limits of the printer

Unstable Stable

Unstable

Decreasing p*
g(p*,θ)

UT*

Figure 8
Stable, parallel-sided liquid beads are bound by two stability criteria, which can be represented in a
parameter space bound by a function of the drop spacing and contact angle, g(p∗, θ ), and a dimensionless
printhead traverse velocity, UT

∗. For a given contact angle, there is a maximum droplet spacing above which
the bead shows regular undulations [note that g(p∗, θ ) is inversely related to the drop spacing]. There is also a
minimum droplet spacing, which is a function of inkjet traverse speed, below which a dynamic instability
leads to regular bulges on a continuous constant-width bead (36).

were also able to reformulate Duineveld’s (32) model for the bulging instability in an analytical
form. These two models can be used in combination to predict the limiting conditions (upper and
lower bounds) under which inkjet printing produces stable liquid beads on a given substrate (36).
These bounds are defined by three printing variables: the dimensionless drop spacing, p∗ = p/dcon;
the static advancing contact angle of the liquid on the substrate; and the traverse velocity of the
inkjet printer nozzle relative to the substrate, UT , made dimensionless through the relation U ∗

T =
ηUT/γ . This produces a simple diagram of the conditions for stable printing as shown in Figure 8.

In Figure 8 the horizontal line at the top of the diagram represents the fact that, for any given
printing system, there is a maximum traversing velocity for the printhead, and hence there is a
practical upper bound to the stability diagram. The function g(p∗, θ ) increases with decreasing
value of the drop spacing. Thus, the vertical line to the left of the diagram defines the maximum
drop spacing to produce a parallel-sided liquid bead or the minimum parallel-sided line width.
The diagonal line defines the onset of the bulging instability at a critical minimum value of p∗,
which is a function of the printhead traversing velocity and defines the maximum attainable line
width. The physical value of the line width can be determined from any value of p∗ by using
Equation 6. The function g(p∗, θ ) is such that the diagonal line is invariant with the contact angle
but the vertical line is a function of the contact angle and moves to the left as θ decreases. Thus,
Stringer’s model predicts that lower contact angle fluid/substrate combinations show a larger
range of droplet spacing for stable contact lines (36).

Patterned and Textured Substrates
On a smooth homogeneous surface, the resolution attainable from an inkjet printer is controlled
by the diameter of the spread droplet or its footprint, which is a function of initial drop size and
contact angle (Equation 5). Given that the smallest drops attainable from the current generation
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+	  
Types	  of	  ink	  

•  Water	  based	  ink	  (from	  60-‐90	  %)	  
–  Viscosity	  range	  2	  –	  8	  10-‐3	  Pa	  s	  

•  Solid	  ink	  (hot	  melt	  or	  phase	  
change)	  
–  Oven	  based	  on	  wax	  
–  Viscosity	  8-‐15	  10-‐2	  Pa	  s	  
–  Temperatures	  120-‐140°C	  
–  Nozzle	  of	  printhead	  ejects	  hot	  
melt	  

–  Instantaneous	  solidifica<on	  upon	  	  
contatc	  avoids	  spreading	  

•  Oil-‐based	  ink	  
•  UV-‐curable	  inks	  

Jens Ducrée and Roland Zengerle

Praxis beispie l: Ausa rbeitu ngspha
A usarbe itung d er Stan dard-Z

8. Ink-Jet Technology

8.3.1. Solid-Ink Technology: Mechanisms



What	  about	  3D?	  



+	  
3D-‐Genera<ve	  manufacturing	  processes	  



+	   Addi<ve	  manufacturing	  process	  	  
using	  ink-‐jet	  approach	  

•  Stereolithography	  –	  Polyjet	  
–  Liquid	  photopolymer	  

•  Mul<jet	  Modeling	  
– Wax	  like	  ink	  

•  Three	  dimensional	  prin<ng	  (3DP)	  
–  Prin<ng	  a	  binding	  agent	  onto	  a	  
powder	  

–  Conglu<na<on	  of	  granules	  and	  
binders	  

elasticity, and free surface fluid dynamics. One of the
objectives of this study is to develop a comprehensive
analytical system to model the inkjet printing process, so as
to provide useful insight and understand the fundamentals of
the process. The analysis is useful in the prediction of printing
performance, material selection, optimum configuration of
parameters and investigation of the effect of specific variables.
The printing process is modeled in three levels, namely:

1 the single droplet level;
2 successive droplet deposition; and
3 the interaction of build-support material.

Droplets are generated from a piezoelectric drop-on-demand
printhead. The droplet impacts on the substrate and spreads
into a spherical cap defining the resolution of the fabricated
part. At an appropriate printing condition, these droplets
coalesce and make a straight line as the printhead transverses.
The width of the line depends on the extent of droplet
spreading. The lines join together and form a layer. Addition
of multiple layers forms a part of desired shape. The
schematic of the process is shown in Figure 3. A model is
shown as a block diagram in Figure 4.
Material is stored in the material reservoir and transported

to the printhead via two heated feedlines to the individual

printhead. A driver that incorporates electrical and
mechanical component actuates the piezoelectric sleeve in
the printhead to initiate the propagation of acoustic waves in
the ink chamber. The pressure wave at the nozzle exceeds the
surface tension and ambient pressure, pushing the liquid at
the nozzle to form a droplet (Bogy and Talke, 1984).
The spherical droplets of radius do travel a short distance

from the printhead and impact on the substrate directly below
it. Spreading is decoupled from solidification due to the very
short time scale involved (Gao and Sonin, 1994). The impact
energy causes the droplet to spread and is modeled as a
cylinder at the maximum spread radius of dm. The amount of
spreading is determined by the balance of driving and
resisting forces. The driving force for impact spreading is the
kinetic energy (KE) of the droplet just before impact, whereas
the flow resistance is provided by the viscosity and surface
energy (SE) of the liquid (Bhola and Chandra, 1999). The
spread factor, j, defined as the ratio of do to dm, is derived
from a balance of energy: KE1 þ SE1 ¼ KE2 þ SE2 þ W.
Where subscripts 1 and 2 denotes the time before and after
spreading. W is the work done to deform the droplet against
viscosity.

dm
do

¼ j ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi

Weþ 12

3ð12 cos uÞ þ ðð4WeÞ=
ffiffiffiffiffiffi
Re

p
Þ

s
ð2Þ

where u is considered as the equilibrium solidification angle.
Defining velocity as V, material density as r, viscosity as m and
surface tension as s, the formula of Reynolds number, Re is
given by rVdo/m. Re indicates the relative importance of KE
against viscous resistance for the spreading. The relative
magnitudes of the kinetic and surface energies can be
expressed with Weber number, We, where We ¼ rV2do/s.

Modeling the height of a line
In the construction of 3D part, the basic building block is a
line of droplets instead of a point droplet. A line is formed
when the deposited droplets are pushed in contact with each
other and coalesce in the longitudinal direction due to
capillary action. Hence, it is important to understand the
dynamics of line forming in the printing process.
The droplet is modeled as a cylinder with base radius dm/2

and height h (Figure 5).
By mass conservation, the volume of the cylinder is the

same as that of the droplet, thus the height of droplet using a
cylinder model is given by equation (3).

h ¼ 2d3o
3d2m

ð3Þ

Figure 2 The significance of flow channels incorporated through the scaffold

Figure 3 Schematic representation of 3D inkjet printing process

Indirect fabrication of collagen scaffold

Wai-Yee Yeong et al.

Rapid Prototyping Journal

Volume 12 · Number 4 · 2006 · 229–237

232



+	   Addi<ve	  manufacturing	  process	  	  
using	  ink-‐jet	  approach	  

Polyjet	   3DP	  
Mul<jet	  modeling	  

(Ballis<c)	  
A	  Gebhardt.	  Rapid	  prototyping.	  Hanser,	  2003	  



+	  
3DP	  –	  why	  it	  works?	  

•  The	  characteris<c	  <me	  of	  chemical	  reac<on	  is	  bigger	  than	  capillary	  
spreading,	  so	  the	  drop	  has	  the	  <me	  to	  spread	  before	  reac<ng	  

MR40CH16-Derby ARI 3 June 2010 22:36
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Figure 6
Schematic illustration of the sequence of events that occurs after droplet impact on a substrate. Initial impact
is followed by a series of damped oscillations before capillary-driven flow occurs. θ is the contact angle, Di is
the initial droplet diameter, Dm is the maximum radius to which a droplet spreads during impact, and Vi is
the droplet velocity at impact. Adapted from illustration provided by Dr. H.K. Hsiao, Institute of
Manufacturing, University of Cambridge, United Kingdom.

occurs proportional to t1/10 (28). Spreading continues and approaches true equilibrium at t∗ >

1000. The sequence of these processes is illustrated schematically in Figure 6.
The final spread drop will have a contact diameter or footprint, dcon, determined by its volume

and the equilibrium contact angle, θ eqm. For drop sizes typical of inkjet printing, the Bond number
is sufficiently small that the spread drop shape can be taken as a segment of a sphere, with

dcon = d0
3

!""#
8

tan θeqm
2

$
3 + tan2 θeqm

2

% . 5.

Thus, the resolution, or minimum feature size of an inkjet-printed pattern, is controlled by the
dimensions of this footprint, which is a linear function of the diameter of the drop in flight. The
drop footprint increases with decreasing contact angle and is approximately 3d0 at a contact angle
of 10◦.

The contact angle is very important in controlling the final shape of a printed drop and patterns
built up from the interaction of drops. As a drop spreads after impact, it advances over a dry surface,
in which case the appropriate contact angle in Equation 5 is the static advancing contact angle
rather than a true equilibrium value. However, in the production of patterns, drops may contact and
interact with other drops. This interaction may lead to flow reversals, and in such cases the receding
contact angle becomes important. Receding contact angles are also important if drop solidification
occurs by solvent evaporation, in which case decreasing drop volume would be expected to lead to
the drop footprint decreasing in area. However, drying droplets of solutions (especially polymer
solutions) often show contact line pinning from solute deposition; this, combined with increased
solvent evaporation rate toward the edge of the droplet, can lead to solute deposition in a ring at
the contact line. This phenomenon is known as the coffee stain effect (29), which we discuss in
more detail below. When contact line pinning occurs, the receding contact angle will decrease
during evaporation and will tend toward zero.
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+	  
PolyJet	  

•  Short	  descrip?on:	  mul<-‐nozzle	  print	  head	  system	  that	  prints	  liquid	  photopolymer	  directly	  on	  the	  part	  
and	  exposes	  it	  to	  UV	  light	  simultaneously.	  The	  machine	  basically	  is	  a	  “3D	  prin<ng	  type”	  device,	  while	  
solidifica<on	  of	  each	  layer	  is	  a	  stereolithography	  process.	  

•  Development	  state:	  Commercialized	  since	  2001	  
•  Principles	  of	  layer	  genera?on:	  Each	  layer	  is	  printed	  by	  jenng	  model	  and	  support	  material	  onto	  the	  

built	  playorm.	  The	  mul<-‐nozzle	  printhead	  that	  contains	  1536	  nozzles	  allows	  to	  print	  the	  whole	  width	  
of	  each	  layer	  at	  once.	  Each	  layer	  is	  cured	  (hardened)	  by	  the	  exposure	  to	  UV	  light	  from	  two	  lamps	  
located	  on	  the	  inkjet	  head	  assembly.	  For	  model	  with	  undercuts	  and	  overhangs,	  the	  Object	  Quadra	  
deposits	  support	  material	  which	  is	  also	  a	  photopolymer.	  The	  supports	  are	  solids	  that	  completely	  fill	  
in	  undercuts	  and	  any	  type	  of	  hollow	  structures.	  	  

•  System	  Type/Construc?on:	  stand	  alone	  system	  with	  a	  built	  space	  of	  270*300*200	  mm.	  The	  gantry	  
which	  contains	  the	  print	  head	  and	  the	  lamps	  moves	  in	  x-‐direc<on.	  The	  built	  playorm	  reposi<ons	  in	  y-‐
direc<on	  if	  the	  part	  is	  wider	  than	  the	  print	  head.	  The	  playorm	  also	  moves	  in	  z-‐direc<on	  aver	  each	  
layer	  is	  deposited.	  

•  Material/Build	  Time/Accuracy:	  proprietary	  photopolymer	  for	  the	  part	  structures	  which	  is	  a	  acrylate	  
based	  polymer.	  For	  the	  supports	  a	  curable	  water	  soluble	  polymer	  is	  used.	  The	  layer	  thickness	  is	  20	  
micron.	  A	  print	  resolu<on	  of	  x	  =	  600	  dpi,	  y	  =	  300	  dpi	  and	  z	  =	  1270	  dpi	  can	  be	  achieved.	  

•  Post-‐processing:	  the	  process	  requires	  no	  port	  curing	  but	  the	  removal	  of	  the	  supports.	  The	  gel-‐like	  
support	  material	  is	  designed	  for	  easy	  removal	  by	  mechanical	  means	  or	  by	  water	  jet.	  



+	  
Model	  Maker	  

•  Short	  descrip?on:	  prototyper	  (Modelmaker	  II)	  and	  prototyping	  system	  (Pa_ernmaster)	  for	  produc<on	  of	  
small,	  very	  precise	  models	  and	  prototypes.	  One	  print	  head	  applies	  molten	  hard	  waxlike	  material	  drop	  by	  drop	  
while	  a	  second	  applies	  low-‐mel<ng	  wax	  that	  acts	  as	  a	  support	  material.	  Each	  layer	  is	  milled	  resul<ng	  in	  very	  
precise	  models	  that	  are	  especially	  well	  suited	  for	  the	  precision	  cas<ng	  of	  precision	  parts	  

•  Development	  state:	  commercialized	  since	  1994	  
•  The	  principles	  of	  layer	  genera?on:	  the	  heated	  inkjet	  print	  head	  contains	  molten	  material	  that	  is	  shot	  as	  micro	  

droplets	  onto	  the	  model	  structure.	  The	  drops	  the	  solidify	  into	  the	  model	  as	  a	  result	  of	  heat	  conduc<on.	  The	  
impact	  energy	  deforms	  the	  drop	  so	  that	  the	  applied	  material	  tracks	  have	  a	  height/width	  ra<o	  of	  approx.	  
0.6:1.	  Layers	  as	  thin	  as	  0.013	  mm	  can	  be	  realised.	  Those	  areas	  that	  are	  not	  part	  of	  the	  model	  are	  filled	  by	  a	  
second	  print	  head	  with	  low	  mel<ng	  wax	  that	  serves	  as	  support	  material.	  The	  surface	  is	  milled	  plano	  aver	  
each	  layer	  applica<on	  so	  that	  high	  accuracy	  are	  achieved	  also	  in	  the	  z-‐direc<on.	  It	  is	  not	  necessary	  to	  cool	  the	  
material.	  

•  System	  Type/Construc?on:	  the	  machine	  consists	  of	  a	  build	  playorm	  over	  which	  the	  two	  print	  heads	  traverse	  
in	  the	  x-‐y	  direc<on	  (posi<on	  accuracy	  0.006	  mm).	  On	  the	  same	  x-‐axis	  a	  cylindrical	  milling	  cu_er	  is	  a_ached	  
that	  is	  connected	  to	  an	  extrac<on	  system.	  The	  build	  playorm	  can	  be	  posi<oned	  very	  accurately	  in	  the	  z-‐
direc<on	  (0.0032	  mm).	  The	  usable	  built	  chamber	  is	  x,	  y,	  z	  =	  304.8	  *	  152.4	  *	  228.6	  mm.	  The	  print	  head	  emits	  
droplets	  of	  molten	  material	  with	  a	  diameter	  of	  approx	  0.0075	  mm	  that	  are	  applied	  in	  a	  straight	  line	  
genera<ng	  a	  land	  of	  approx	  0.010	  mm	  width	  and	  0.006	  mm	  height.	  Such	  a	  line	  structure	  can	  be	  generated	  
with	  a	  speed	  of	  30.5	  mm/s	  (which	  is	  the	  equivalent	  of	  an	  applica<on	  of	  approx.	  0.11	  mm3/min).	  

•  Material/Built	  Time/Accuracy:	  the	  proprietary	  materials	  are	  hard	  wax	  blends.	  The	  building	  is	  done	  by	  a	  green	  
thermoplas<c	  material,	  called	  ProtoBuild.	  The	  red	  support	  material	  called	  ProtoSupport	  consists	  of	  natural	  
and	  synthe<c	  waxes	  and	  fa_y	  esters.	  The	  building	  material	  has	  a	  much	  higher	  mel<ng	  point	  (90°-‐113°C)	  that	  
the	  support	  material	  (54°-‐76°C).	  The	  material	  shows	  no	  shrinkage,	  it	  is	  non	  toxic.	  The	  built	  takes	  a	  rela<vely	  
long	  <me	  that	  can	  be	  shortened	  if	  the	  layer	  thickness	  is	  increased	  up	  to	  a	  maximum	  of	  0.13	  mm;	  this,	  
however,	  impairs	  the	  defini<on.	  The	  accuracy	  is	  specified	  at	  0.025	  mm	  over	  76	  mm,	  half	  of	  each	  trip	  (or	  ¼	  of	  
the	  construc<on	  plane)	  in	  the	  x-‐y	  plane	  and	  with	  0.013	  m	  on	  the	  en<re	  z-‐length	  of	  229mm	  (influence	  of	  the	  
milling).	  

•  Post-‐processing:	  the	  supports	  are	  removed	  with	  a	  solvent.	  Further	  post-‐processing	  is	  in	  general	  not	  
necessary.	  



+	  
Mul<Jet	  Modeling	  

•  Short	  descrip?on:	  thermojet	  is	  a	  3D	  printer	  with	  several	  piezoelectrical	  print	  heads	  arrange	  in	  line.	  It	  
was	  realised	  for	  fast	  and	  uncomplicated	  produc<on	  of	  design	  models	  constructed	  of	  a	  thermoplas<c	  
similar	  to	  hard	  wax,	  and	  as	  a	  3D	  network	  printer.	  

•  Development	  state:	  commercialized,	  marked	  introduc<on	  in	  early	  1999	  
•  The	  principles	  of	  layer	  genera?on:	  small	  drops	  of	  waxlike	  thermoplas<c	  are	  applied	  in	  layers	  by	  means	  

of	  mul<ple	  print	  heads	  arranged	  in	  a	  line	  and	  func<oning	  on	  the	  piezoelectric	  principle.	  The	  print	  head	  
has	  352	  nozzles	  arranged	  in	  the	  y-‐direc<on	  so	  that,	  per	  layer,	  the	  build	  playorm	  need	  only	  to	  be	  
traversed	  once	  in	  the	  x-‐direc<on.	  The	  supports	  are	  generated	  at	  the	  same	  <me	  as	  thin	  needles	  of	  the	  
same	  material	  and	  are	  easily	  broken	  off	  manually	  when	  the	  model	  is	  finished.	  

•  System	  Type/Construc?on:	  the	  thermojet	  prototyper	  has	  the	  dimensions	  of	  a	  larger	  office	  photocopy	  
machine	  machine.	  The	  build	  chamber	  is	  x,	  y,	  z	  =	  250	  *	  190	  *	  200	  mm.	  The	  built	  progress	  can	  be	  
observed	  through	  a	  large	  window.	  

•  Material/	  Built	  Time/Accuracy:	  the	  currently	  used	  material	  is	  called	  Thermojet	  88	  a	  thermopolymer	  
on	  paraffin	  basis	  available	  in	  white,	  black	  or	  gray.	  The	  material	  is	  put	  into	  the	  machine	  in	  cartridges	  of	  
2.3	  kg.	  The	  maximum	  defini<on	  is	  400	  dpi	  in	  the	  x-‐direc<on	  and	  300	  dpi	  in	  the	  y	  direc<on.	  

•  Post-‐processing:	  aver	  the	  build	  process	  only	  the	  needle-‐like	  supports	  need	  removing	  from	  the	  model.	  
This	  can	  be	  done	  by	  hand	  



+	  
Rapid	  Prototyping	  System	  

•  Short	  descrip?on:	  a	  machine	  family	  for	  the	  produc<on	  of	  solid	  images	  using	  the	  MIT	  3D	  prin<ng	  process	  in	  which	  a	  
water-‐based	  liquid	  is	  injected	  into	  starch	  powder.	  The	  process	  is	  trimmed	  for	  speed	  and	  for	  the	  simplest	  of	  handling.	  
The	  degree	  of	  detail	  reproduc<on	  is	  low,	  without	  a	  special	  infiltra<on	  the	  models	  are	  not	  resistant	  to	  mechanical	  
stress,	  and	  the	  material	  is	  environmentally	  acceptable.	  

•  Development	  state:	  commercialized	  as	  Z402	  Concept	  Modeler	  since	  1998.	  	  
•  The	  principle	  of	  layer	  genera?on:	  a	  colored,	  water-‐based	  liquid	  is	  injected	  into	  a	  powder	  bed	  of	  cellulose	  powder	  by	  

means	  of	  an	  inkjet	  print	  head	  resul<ng	  in	  local	  solidifica<on	  and	  thereby	  genera<ng	  the	  elements	  of	  new	  layer	  and	  
joining	  it	  with	  the	  preceding	  one.	  Powder	  that	  is	  not	  we_ed	  stays	  in	  the	  build	  chamber	  and	  supports	  the	  model.	  The	  
models	  must	  be	  infiltrated	  with	  wax	  or	  epoxy	  resin,	  as	  otherwise	  they	  are	  not	  resistant	  to	  mechanical	  stress.	  

•  System	  type/construc?on:	  the	  machine	  consist	  of	  a	  build	  envelop	  with	  three	  chamber	  above	  which	  a	  coa<ng	  and	  
plo_er	  mechanism	  is	  installed.	  Two	  chambers,	  the	  powder	  supply	  container	  and	  the	  actual	  build	  chamber,	  have	  
movable	  bases.	  The	  base	  of	  supply	  cylinder	  is	  raised,	  and	  a	  distribu<on	  roller	  takes	  up	  a	  certain	  amount	  of	  powder	  
and,	  moving	  across	  the	  build	  chamber,	  distributes	  it	  evenly.	  Surplus	  powder	  passes	  to	  the	  overflow	  container.	  The	  
recoa<ng	  process	  takes	  only	  few	  seconds.	  The	  print	  head	  works	  like	  an	  inkjet	  printer	  with	  128	  parallel	  nozzles.	  The	  
liquid	  accounts	  for	  about	  10%	  of	  the	  model	  volume.	  

•  Material/Build	  ?me/Accuracy:	  the	  powder	  is	  basically	  starch	  –	  chemical	  terms	  a	  polymer	  of	  D-‐glucose.	  By	  injec<on	  of	  
a	  liquid	  it	  becomes	  locally	  firmly	  linked.	  The	  material	  can	  be	  stored	  and	  processed	  easily,	  and	  the	  disposal	  of	  the	  
material	  is	  considered	  to	  be	  problem-‐free.	  Color	  is	  obtained	  either	  by	  one	  mul<	  color	  single	  printheads	  (CANON	  type,	  
Z402C)	  or	  by	  six	  single	  color	  printheads	  (HP	  type,	  Z406,	  Z806).	  A	  large	  number	  of	  powder-‐binder	  combina<on	  can	  be	  
used.	  The	  machine	  is	  very	  fast	  building,	  5	  to	  10	  <mes	  faster	  than	  other	  prototypers.	  Facilita<ng	  the	  speed	  is	  a	  very	  fast	  
slice	  process.	  The	  coa<ng	  takes	  only	  a	  few	  seconds	  and	  is	  also	  very	  fast.	  The	  print	  head	  passes	  over	  only	  those	  ce<on	  
of	  the	  build	  chamber	  that	  contain	  a	  model.	  Thereby	  the	  build	  <me	  is	  op<mized.	  Because	  the	  print	  head	  always	  passes	  
over	  the	  en<re	  area	  of	  the	  above	  men<oned	  sec<on,	  the	  build	  <me	  is	  not	  influenced	  by	  the	  complexity	  of	  the	  
geometry.	  The	  defini<on	  in	  the	  x-‐y	  plane	  is	  600	  dpi.	  There	  is	  the	  addi<onal	  effect	  of	  par<cles,	  which	  really	  lie	  outside	  
the	  countour,	  being	  “glued	  on”	  by	  capillary	  ac<vity	  and,	  similar	  to	  the	  sinter	  process,	  have	  the	  appearance	  of	  a	  
“fleece”.	  The	  models	  are	  therefore	  rela<vely	  inaccurate,	  with	  a	  rough	  surface	  and	  a	  porous	  structure	  but	  suitable	  for	  
“show	  and	  tell”	  applica<ons.	  

•  Post-‐processing:	  the	  models	  are	  taken	  out	  of	  the	  powder	  bed	  aver	  the	  process	  and	  the	  suppor<ng	  powder	  is	  simply	  
removed	  by	  vacuum	  cleaner.	  Slight	  sand	  blas<ng	  is	  of	  advantage.	  



+	  
Rapid	  Tooling	  System	  

•  Short	  descrip?on:	  the	  rapid	  tooling	  system	  300	  (RTS	  300)	  is	  a	  prototyper	  for	  the	  produc<on	  of	  
func<onal	  components,	  molds,	  and	  tools	  made	  of	  steel	  powder	  using	  the	  3DP	  process	  (license	  held	  by	  
MIT).	  A	  “green	  part”	  is	  generated	  in	  the	  machine.	  Aver	  the	  build	  process	  the	  binder	  must	  be	  removed	  
and	  the	  component	  infiltrated	  with	  metal.	  	  

•  Development	  state:	  commercialized	  since	  1997	  
•  The	  principle	  of	  Layer	  genera?on:	  the	  components	  are	  generated	  layer	  by	  layer	  by	  injec<ng	  liquid	  

binder	  through	  a	  print	  head	  onto	  the	  surface	  of	  the	  powder	  bed.	  In	  the	  machine	  a	  model,	  called	  
“green	  part”,	  is	  generated.	  It	  does	  not	  derive	  its	  stability	  from	  thermal	  fusion	  as	  in	  the	  sinter	  process	  
but	  by	  injec<on	  of	  a	  binder	  into	  the	  metal	  or	  ceramic	  powder.	  The	  advantage,	  in	  contrast	  to	  the	  
sintering	  of	  mul<component	  metal	  powders,	  is	  that,	  owning	  to	  the	  separa<on	  of	  the	  construc<on	  
material	  and	  the	  binder,	  a	  segrega<on	  in	  the	  powder	  is	  ruled	  out.	  In	  addic<on	  the	  process	  in	  the	  
machine	  runs	  almost	  “cold”.	  The	  binder	  at	  first	  only	  makes	  the	  par<cles	  s<ck	  together.	  By	  exposure	  to	  
high-‐energy	  lamp	  the	  layer	  is	  dried	  and	  solidified	  so	  that	  a	  transportable	  “green	  part”	  is	  generated.	  

•  System	  Type/Construc?on:	  the	  stable	  machine	  (weight	  approx.	  3.5t)	  has	  a	  base	  frame	  that	  serves	  as	  a	  
portal.	  In	  addic<on	  to	  the	  print	  head,	  a	  lamp	  is	  also	  fi_ed	  to	  the	  portal	  that	  serves	  as	  a	  heat	  source	  
mainly	  for	  drying	  the	  binder.	  The	  maximum	  size	  of	  component	  is	  x,	  y,	  z	  =	  300	  *	  300	  *	  250	  mm	  

•  Material/	  Build	  Time/Accuracy:	  Materials	  are	  stainless	  steel	  powder	  and	  ceramic	  powder.	  
•  Post-‐processing:	  the	  green	  part	  is	  solidified	  outside	  the	  machine	  by	  thoroughly	  burning	  the	  polymeric	  

binder.	  Averwards,	  the	  porosi<es	  are	  infiltrated	  by	  low-‐mel<ng	  (copper-‐based)	  metal	  alloys.	  The	  
surface	  must	  be	  reworked	  mechanically.	  



+	  
Direct	  Shell	  Produc<on	  Cas<ng	  

•  Short	  descrip?on:	  processes	  and	  prototypers	  based	  on	  the	  3D	  prin<ng	  process	  producing	  ceramic	  moulds	  
for	  precision	  cas<ng	  by	  injec<ng	  liquid	  binder	  into	  ceramic	  powder.	  Machine	  to	  produce	  ceramic	  moulds	  
directly	  for	  precision	  cas<ng	  processes.	  

•  Development	  state:	  commercialized	  since	  1993.	  No	  the	  company	  works	  as	  a	  service	  bureau.	  
•  Data	  formats/soMware:	  the	  machine	  requires	  CAD	  data	  via	  neutral	  interfaces	  as	  the	  basis	  for	  the	  

op<miza<on	  of	  foundry	  technology.	  The	  producer-‐supplied	  sovware	  generates	  one-‐piece	  mold	  on	  the	  basis	  
of	  the	  CAD	  data	  for	  the	  required	  mold	  model,	  while	  observing	  all	  the	  technical	  rules	  of	  cas<ng.	  	  

•  The	  principles	  of	  layer	  genera?on:	  first	  the	  powder	  feeder	  applies	  a	  thin	  layer	  (o.12	  to	  0.18	  mm)	  of	  
aluminium	  powder	  (corundum)	  on	  the	  build	  plane.	  To	  do	  this	  a	  portal	  above	  the	  build	  chamber	  is	  traversed	  
that	  helps	  to	  distribute	  the	  powder	  evenly	  over	  the	  build	  plane.	  With	  the	  aid	  of	  a	  roller	  which	  moves	  over	  
the	  powder	  bed	  the	  powder	  is	  evened	  out	  and	  slightly	  precompressed.	  The	  dimensions	  of	  the	  work	  space	  
are	  x,	  y,	  z	  =	  400	  *	  400	  *	  500	  mm.	  The	  mold	  is	  produced	  in	  the	  DSPC-‐1	  machine	  in	  layers.	  A	  print	  head,	  
basically	  similar	  to	  the	  known	  design	  of	  inkjet	  printers	  (speed	  <	  1.6	  m/s),	  injects	  jellylike	  silica	  (collidal	  
silicum	  compounds,	  silica	  gel)	  into	  all	  contours	  areas	  that	  are	  to	  have	  firm	  consistency	  later.	  The	  affected	  
powder	  par<chles	  are	  thereby	  compounded	  with	  one	  another	  as	  well	  as	  with	  the	  preceding	  layer.	  Aver	  each	  
layer	  the	  piston	  of	  the	  build	  chamber	  is	  lowered	  by	  one	  layer	  thickness	  and	  the	  next	  layer	  is	  added.	  The	  
cycle	  is	  repeated	  un<l	  the	  complete	  mold	  is	  finished.	  It	  is	  pre-‐sintered	  in	  the	  machine	  and	  then	  taken	  out	  of	  
the	  powder	  bed.	  The	  surplus	  powder	  is	  removed	  with	  a	  brush.	  

•  Material/build	  ?me/Accuracy:	  any	  pourable	  material	  can	  be	  used	  including,	  for	  example,	  <tanium	  and	  
inconel.	  A	  disadvantage	  is	  that	  internal	  area,	  that	  is	  the	  surfaces	  of	  the	  molds	  are	  hardly	  accessible	  aver	  the	  
mold	  is	  finished	  and	  therefore	  they	  cannot	  be	  appropriately	  finished.	  Very	  thin	  walls	  down	  to	  0.2	  mm	  
thickness	  can	  be	  realized.	  Accuracy	  up	  to	  +-‐	  0.05	  mm	  are	  achieved,	  thereby	  mee<ng	  the	  cas<ng	  tolerances	  
GT9	  to	  GT12.	  In	  contrast	  to	  cas<ng	  from	  stereolithography	  and	  laser	  sintering	  models	  which,	  in	  principles,	  
allow	  only	  one	  cas<ng	  per	  model,	  the	  DSPC	  process	  is	  significantly	  faster.	  Its	  greated	  economical	  advantage	  
is	  seen	  on	  those	  solitary	  occasions	  when	  only	  a	  few	  model	  prototypes	  are	  needed.	  

•  Post-‐processing:	  the	  further	  procedure	  is	  similar	  to	  that	  of	  classical	  precision	  cas<ng	  process.	  The	  mold	  is	  
backed	  (sintered).	  Averwards	  surplus	  powder	  that	  is	  not	  firmly	  a_ached	  can	  finally	  be	  removed.	  In	  the	  last	  
step	  the	  mold	  is	  filled	  with	  liquid	  metal.	  Aver	  this	  has	  cool	  down	  the	  ceramic	  mold	  is	  destroyed	  and	  the	  
model	  is	  removed.	  The	  surface	  may	  be	  polished	  if	  possible.	  
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Typing	  “inkjet”	  on	  Pubmed…	  
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+	  
Micropa_ering	  and	  Microarray	  

•  Micropa_erning	  of	  biological	  material,	  such	  as	  
nucleic	  acid	  (cDNA)	  and	  proteins,	  to	  surface	  
func<onalisa<on	  (genomic	  analysis,	  cell	  
tes<ng,	  …).	  



+	  Protein-‐based	  &	  	  
par<cle-‐based	  ink	  

�  Cherub	  	  
(University	  of	  Pisa	  logo)	  

Hexagons	  on	  func<onalised	  
EDC/NHS	  glass	  slide	  	  
•  side	  400	  µm	  -‐	  5	  pixel	  	  
•  line	  width	  160	  µm	  -‐	  2	  pixel	  
	  



+	  
Bioprin<ng	  

•  Computer-‐aided	  transfer	  
processes	  for	  pa_erning	  
and	  assembling	  living	  and	  
non-‐living	  materials	  with	  a	  
prescribed	  2D	  or	  3D	  
organiza<on	  in	  order	  to	  
produce	  bio-‐engineered	  
structures	  serving	  in:	  	  
–  basic	  cell	  biology	  studies	  
–  pharmacokine<c	  	  
–  regenera<ve	  medicine	  	  

organs, and the need for immunosuppressants are
ongoing problems. The broad areas of tissue en-
gineering and regenerativemedicine seek to avoid
some of these problems though the augmentation
of the healing process or the fabrication of au-
tologous tissue grafts that will not cause an im-
mune response in the host. It has been suggested
that we will be able to build complete organs
from scratch, and the term “organ printing” has
been coined and used by the popular press. Al-
though such a goal is unlikely to be attainable in
the near future, printing and related technologies
are of current use in the areas of tissue engi-
neering and regenerative medicine.

An important concept in tissue engineering
is the scaffold, a three-dimensional (3D), highly
porous substrate. Cells donated by the patient
are expanded in culture and are then transferred
to the scaffold. The scaffold provides a surface
on which cells adhere, thrive, multiply, and gen-
erate the extracellular matrix (ECM) of structural
and functional proteins and saccharides that
make up living tissue. Both the scaffold material
composition and its internal architecture (dimen-
sions of the struts, walls, pores, or channels) con-
trol the behavior and well-being of the cells
seeded inside.

Within the body, cells must be very close to
the capillary network that supplies oxygen and
nutrients. Similarly, within a tissue scaffold, all
cells must be supplied with themeans tomaintain
life, and this is achieved initially by providing a
highly porous open structure to allow the unin-
terrupted flow and access of culture media in a
bioreactor. In many ways, the engineering com-
ponent of tissue engineering lies in the design
and manufacture of the scaffold. Hutmacher (1)
gave an early analysis of the topological re-
quirements of a suitable scaffold material and
reviewed the manufacturing routes that could be
used to achieve the desired structure. Tradition-
ally, porous scaffolds have been made by a num-
ber of routes that result in a foam-like internal
structure with a random architecture and a limited
control of scale. However, the development of
rapid prototyping techniques since the 1980s has
enabled fabrication of fine-scale internal porous
structures with the desired complexity, allowing a
true engineering of the scaffold (1, 2).

Rapid prototyping methods, sometimes re-
ferred to as 3D manufacturing or solid freeform
manufacture, produce complex objects from a 3D
design file by decomposing the object’s shape
into a series of parallel slices. The shape is then
fabricated by reproducing these slices a layer at a
time, building up the structure. The philosophy of
the method is to create objects by adding ma-
terial layer-by-layer; hence, it is now generally
referred to as additive manufacture (AM) to dis-

tinguish it from conventional machining, which
removes material in a subtractive manner. With
design files now held in digital format as standard,
it is relatively easy to convert an arbitrary object into
the slices required by AM fabrication tools. These
slice design files are used to generate solid layers
using a range ofmanufacturing techniques, includ-
ing selective polymerization, selective sintering/
melting, building solids through the laying down
of viscous threads, and 3D inkjet printing.

These techniques have been used to manu-
facture laboratory components (3) or cell micro-
wells (4) to order. The hardware cost for these
fabrication tools has also decreased, and open-
source equipment is now available from a num-
ber of groups (5, 6). Other workers have “hacked”
commercial desktop printers to fabricate 2D and
3D objects from engineering and biological ma-
terials (7–10). These techniques and their appli-
cations in tissue engineering have been reviewed
extensively (1, 11). Early scaffolds were fabricated
by AM from a single biocompatible material. It
is now possible to engineer materials that con-
tain biomimetic components to control the cel-
lular environment (12, 13). The scaffold should
be a temporary feature and disappear, through
dissolution or degradation, as the cells produce
the ECM that defines the tissue. The materials
that make up the scaffold must
be designed to fulfill this func-
tion and be compatible with the
fabrication route.

Another approach to tissue
engineering has been proposed
that does not require a solid scaf-
fold structure. Someworkers have
championed what has been iden-
tified as “bottom-up” or “scaffold-
free” tissue engineering (14),which
starts from the belief that tissue is
a cell-generated material, and thus
the direct manipulation and con-
trol of cells is of greater importance
than the provision of structural,
mechanical, and chemical cues
via the intermediary of a scaffold.
In such an approach, cells are
formed into clusters (15), aggre-
gates (16, 17), or 2D sheets (18).
These are then manipulated or po-
sitioned into 3D cellular constructs
by using clusters as “bricks” or
sheets as laminates. This method-
ology has a number of potential
advantages over scaffolds:

• Because no scaffold is
present, there are no problems
of material or degradation pro-
duct compatibility.

• Cells are cultured in condi-
tions more similar to the 3D en-
vironment of the body, allowing
better intercellular communication.

• Clusters made of cells that serve complex
functions in organs and are very sensitive to the
local environment (e.g., hepatocytes) are less
likely to redifferentiate and lose function (15).

However, there are other aspects of tissue en-
gineering where the presence of a scaffold may
be beneficial:

• Scaffolds provide mechanical strength while
ECM is being generated.

• Assembly of large cellular constructs from
sheets or clusters is limited by transport of oxy-
gen, nutrients, and waste products until a vascular
system develops.

Thus, a hybrid approach intermediate to the
scaffold-directed approach (seeded cells) and
scaffold-free approach (organized cellular sub-
components) is likely to be developed. This is
certainly the casewhere complex organ-like struc-
tures are required; in these instances, the strategy
of “let the cells decide” used in the scaffold-free
approach will probably need to be assisted by
the use of biochemical cues to direct the desired
outcome.

The concept of bioprinting, which is essen-
tially an extension of the philosophy that uses
AM methods to build complex scaffold struc-
tures, can be thought of as a combination of (i)
different types of cells in defined locations, (ii)

School of Materials, University of Manchester, Oxford Road,
Manchester M13 9PL, UK. E-mail: brian.derby@manchester.
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Fig. 1. In additive manufacture (AM), a rapid prototyping tech-
nique used in bioprinting applications, solids are produced through
the sequential deposition of solid layers or slices. (A and B) Inkjet
printing accurately positions drops, which may contain cells in sus-
pension, in the volume range 1 to 100 pl. Drops are generated
either by heating and vaporizing the ink so that a bubble forces out
a liquid drop (A) or by mechanical actuation (B). (C) Microextrusion
or filament plotting deposits a continuous thread of material to
build up a layer. (D) With laser forward transfer, material is initially
deposited on a transparent ribbon in gel form. A pulsed laser beam
vaporizes a small quantity of material; this ejects the remainder of
the material illuminated, which is transferred to the substrate across a
small air gap. [Panels A and B reproduced with permission from (24)]
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+	  
Prin<ng	  biomaterials	  

•  Oxidate	  alginate	  10%	  in	  Borax	  (0.1M)	  (very	  low	  
viscosity	  –	  4	  cP)	  

•  Gela<n	  (type	  A)	  15%	  in	  Borax	  (0.1M)	  
•  Cartridge	  temp.:	  30	  °C	  
•  Plate	  temp.:	  37	  °C	  

M.	  Yanez,	  NIP27	  and	  Digital	  
	  Fabrica<on	  2011	  Proceedings	  



+	  
Cell	  prin<ng	  

•  Typing	  “inkjet”	  on	  PubMed…	  
•  45	  papers	  are	  focused	  on	  cell	  prin<ng	  un<l	  
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Cell	  prin<ng	  	  

X.	  Cui	  and	  T.	  Boland.	  Biomaterials	  30	  (2009)	  6221–6227	  

•  Thermal	  IJP	  



+	  
Cell	  Prin<ng	  

appropriate concentrations of thrombin and fibrinogen solutions for optimum
polymerization result were prepared. The thrombin solution was made using
50 unit/ml thrombin and 80 mM Ca2þ in 1" DPBS. The concentration of fibrinogen is
60 mg/ml in distilled water. Both solutions were filter sterilized.

2.3. Osmolality study

To assure the minimum deformation (swelling) of the printed fibrin gel in the
culture media, matched osmolality is required for endothelial cells culture media
(MCDB 131), thrombin solution, and fibrinogen solution. Serum free MCDB 131
media, 1" DPBS, and distilled water were used to make thrombin and fibrinogen
solutions for osmolality study. The osmolality of different solutions was tested using
an Advanced Micro osmometer.

2.4. Fabrication of fibrin channels

HP Deskjet 500 printer and HP 51626A cartridges were modified to print/
fabricate fibrin channels. The modified inkjet printer was UV sterilized overnight
and modified ink cartridges were sprayed using 100% ethanol before using.
Thrombin solution was served as bio-ink and fibrinogen was substrate on a micro-
scope cover slip (bio-paper). After printing, the printed samples were incubated at
37 #C for 5–10 min until white printed scaffolds were observed.

2.5. SEM characterization of printed fibrin scaffold

The microstructure of printed fibrin fibers was examined using a scanning
electronmicroscope. The printed fibrin fibers were first dried in 100% ethanol at 4 #C
overnight then were critically dried under vacuum and CO2. After that, the dried
fibers were cut through the middle to observe the possible channel structure on the
cross section surface. The fixed fibers were sputter-coated with a thin layer of
Chromium using the Hummer 6.2 sputter coater in 100 mTorr vacuum argon
environment for a 5 min period and 10 mA of current. SEM images were taken using
the Hitachi SEM mentioned above at a 5 kV accelerating voltage.

2.6. Mechanical properties of printed fibrin fibers

Mechanical properties of the printed fibrin fibers were tested by stretching the
sample at a constant deformation rate of 5 mm/min at room temperature. The fibers
were gripped on an MTS electromechanical testing system for uni-axial tensile
testing. The original data were achieved and analyzed using the software coming
with the MTS system (TestWorks, MTS System Corporation). The elastic modulus
and ultimate tensile strength (UTS) were from the acquired stress–strain data. The
elastic modulus is defined as the slope of the linear part of the stress–strain curve
and the highest stress which caused the fiber to break is defined as UTS.

Fig. 2. Printed fibrin scaffold using modified HP Deskjet 500 thermal inkjet printer. Printed fibrin scaffold retained proper shape after printing. Only minor deformations of the
printed pattern were noticed at y-axis (indicated by arrows in B).

Fig. 3. SEM images of printed fibrin fiber. (A) Fibrin fiber was critically dried and then
cut in the middle to show the channel structure at the cross section. The hole shows
the channel opening of the printed hollow fibrin fiber for cell seeding and proliferation
(B) Nano-sized fibers on the printed fibrin scaffold surface which can help the cells to
attach and proliferate.

X. Cui, T. Boland / Biomaterials 30 (2009) 6221–6227 62232.7. Cell culture and bio-ink preparation

Human microvascular endothelial cells (HMVEC) were cultured in MCDB 131
media supplemented with FBS, L-glutamine, hydrocortisone, HEGF and heparin. The
culture condition was standard at 37 !C with 5% CO2 for 10 days before passaging.
Culture media was changed every two days. During passaging, cell suspension was
centrifuged at 1000 rpm for 5 min. The supernatant was aspirated and the cell pellet
was resuspended using 1 ml 1" DPBS. The bio-ink was made by mixing the same
volume of cell suspension and 100 unit/ml thrombin with 160 mM Ca2þ in 1" DPBS.
The final condition of bio-ink has 1–8 million cells/ml HMVEC, 50 unit/ml thrombin,
and 80 mM Ca2þ in 1" DPBS.

2.8. Fabrication of microvasculature

The bio-ink mentioned above was added into a sterile modified HP 51626A
cartridge. 60 mg/ml fibrinogen solution was served as bio-paper on a microscope
cover slip. UV sterilized modified HP Deskjet 500 printer was used to print patterns.
Cells in bio-ink were simultaneously deposited and aligned into the channel during
the fibrin channel formation (Fig. 1). The printed patterns were incubated for 15–
20 min at 37 !C for the printed cell attachment as well as fibrin polymerization. After
that, a few drops of MCDB 131 media were carefully added onto the printed patterns
for nutrition and moisture. The patterns were then cultured at 37 !C with 5% CO2 for
up to 21 days. Media was changed every two days during the culture.

2.9. Fluorescent staining and imaging of printed microvasculature

Live/Dead Viability/Cytotoxicity Kit was used to stain the printed HMVEC in
fibrin scaffolds. Printed samples were analyzed after 24 h, 7, 14, and 21 days of
printing to show the progress of the cell proliferation in the fabricated microvas-
culature. The staining solution was made by adding 5 ml 4 mM calcein AM and 20 ml
2 mM ethidium homodimer-1 into 10 ml 1" DPBS solution. The samples were
incubated in the staining solution for 30–45 min at room temperature in the dark.
Zeiss Axiovert S100 UV microscope and Zeiss LSM 510 confocal microscope were
used to observe the 2D and 3D fluorescent images. Series fluorescent images at
z-axis with frame size of 512" 512 were taken using Zeiss LSM 510 confocal
microscope at the interval of 5 mm. These series confocal images were then rendered

into 3D images using ImageJ software (freely available public domain image pro-
cessing software) to show the possible channel structure.

2.10. Integrity of printed microvasculature

In order to study the integrity of printed microvasculature, 10 mg/ml Texas Red
conjugated dextran molecules of 3000 MW was applied to the printed microvas-
culature cultured for 14 and 21 days. The samples were incubated at 37 !C for 40 min
in the dark before observed by LSM 510 confocal microscopy.

3. Results and discussion

3.1. Osmolality of thrombin and fibrinogen solution

Printed fibrin scaffold with minimum thrombin diffusion and
scaffold deformations were obtained using the concentrations of
50 unit/ml thrombin, 80 mM CaCl2, and 60 mg/ml fibrinogen (Table
1). Osmolality of thrombin solution of 50 unit/ml thrombin and
80 mM Ca2þ in 1" DPBS was 359 mOsm. Osmolality of 60 mg/ml
fibrinogen in distilled water was 341 mOsm. The osmolality of
MCDB 131 culture media was 348 mOsm. The osmolalities of these
solutions were very close. After fibrin scaffold was printed, only
minor deformations of the scaffold structure in the HMVEC culture
media were noticed.

3.2. Printed fibrin scaffolds

Fig. 2A shows a fibrin grid structure printed using a modified HP
Deskjet 500 thermal inkjet printer. The printed fibrin scaffold
remained in good shape after the print. Only minor deformations
were noticed at the y-axis (arrows in Fig. 2B indicate the minor

Fig. 4. Printed human microvasculature using modified thermal inkjet printer. (A), (B), (C), and (D) are printed samples showing different positions of a printed grid pattern. The
samples were cultured for different time periods to show the progress of printed HMVEC proliferation. (A) Printed HMVEC after 24 h. Cells were deposited evenly by the printer (B)
(C) Printed HMVEC at different positions of printed fibrin grid pattern after 7 days. Printed cells started to proliferate and connect to each other following the printed pattern (D)
Printed microvasculature after 21 days. Printed cells were able to connect themselves and proliferate to form a confluent lining.

X. Cui, T. Boland / Biomaterials 30 (2009) 6221–62276224
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Figure 2. (a) Photography of the printed 3D ‘half-heart’ scaffold with connected ventricles and (b) SEM image of the cross-section of the
printed 3D cardiac constructs.

testing was performed by using the MTS electromechanical
testing system (MTS Systems Corporation, Eden Prairie, MN)
and original data were acquired and analyzed by the software
of TestWorks R⃝ (MTS System Corporation). The resulting
stress–strain data were used to calculate the elastic modulus
and ultimate tensile stress (UTS). The elastic modulus was
defined as the slope of the linear portion of the stress–strain
curve, which occurred in the range of 0–100% of the UTS.
The peak stress achieved during mechanical testing was taken
as the UTS.

Mechano-electrical evaluations of the printed constructs
were performed using a commercial product computer
assisted video microscopy and video edge-detection protocols
(IonOptix R⃝). The Grass S-88 electrical stimulator used in
these experiments provides an alternating polarity square pulse
of 5 ms with amplitude of 140 V at a frequency of 1 Hz. To
be more specific, the voltage across the platinum electrodes
inside the study chamber was measured to be approximately
2 V.

3. Results

3.1. Microstructures of printed alginate scaffolds

Fabrication will affect the structure and function of designed
hydrogels; thus, the mechanism by which these materials
are constructed needed to be investigated. We examined
the fabricated alginate hydrogel layers macroscopically and
microscopically. Figure 2(a) shows the overall structure of a
3D alginate scaffold in the form of the ‘half heart’ with two
connected ventricles and figure 2(b) shows SEM images of
a cross-section of the printed 3D sheet. In the ‘half heart’
constructs, two hollow ventricular chambers were generated
to mimic the chamber-wall macroscopic structure of a heart.
Meanwhile, the SEM images revealed that the droplets are
hollow shells with a diameter of about 25 µm that contain
no hydrogel material. The 3D printed alginate scaffolds
exhibit thus a unique micro-shell structure, brought about by
the printed patterns composed of micro-scale droplets. In
addition, a few satellite dots are seen around the micro-shell
pattern and some collapsed micro-shells were seen in the lower
layers of the printed scaffolds.

Table 1. Tensile properties of alginate scaffolds.

Printed Manual

Modulus (kPa) 113.3 ± 17.5 380.0 ± 118.5
UTS (kPa) 43.9 ± 12.2 232.3 ± 88.9
n 5 6

3.2. Mechanical and mechano-electrical characterizations of
the printed 3D cardiac constructs

Tensile properties of alginate scaffolds fabricated by the
inkjet printing method and the manual method (manually
mixing alginic acid and CaCl2 solution) were shown in
table 1. Compared to the manually made scaffold, the printed
3D cardiac constructs had a lower elastic modulus and UTS.
One possible reason is the differences in micro-structures
between the printed and the manual samples. The printed
scaffolds demonstrated the micro-shell structure and had a
higher ratio of the void to the matrix than the manual samples.
The materials with more voids usually show lower mechanical
properties.

Under electrical stimulations, functional excitation–
contraction coupling of the printed 3D cardiac pseudo
constructs was demonstrated. In the constructs, not only
were the individual adult feline cardiomyocytes observed to
contract rhythmically within 3D printed constructs, but also
the whole constructs were beating periodically. Figure 3
shows the representative beat and velocity transients of the
edges of the printed sheets at day 1 of the culture, recorded
by the IonOptix R⃝ video edge-detection system. Electrically
stimulated at 1 Hz, the shortening extent of the printed
constructs was up to 3.5% of the total length of the constructs,
and the shortening and relaxing velocities of the printed
constructs entrapped with adult feline cardiomyocytes were
about −403.9 ± 23.9 µm s−1 and 437.5 ± 58.9 µm s−1

(both n = 3), respectively. After incubation in static culture
without stimulation for 5 days, beating upon stimulation was
also observed but with weaker activity. The continued beating
of the cells is a clear indication of viability and function inside
the alginate/gelatin scaffolds. However, oxygen diffusion
in tissues is typically limited to 100 µm, well below the
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Figure 2. (a) Photography of the printed 3D ‘half-heart’ scaffold with connected ventricles and (b) SEM image of the cross-section of the
printed 3D cardiac constructs.

testing was performed by using the MTS electromechanical
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of TestWorks R⃝ (MTS System Corporation). The resulting
stress–strain data were used to calculate the elastic modulus
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Printed Manual
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Tensile properties of alginate scaffolds fabricated by the
inkjet printing method and the manual method (manually
mixing alginic acid and CaCl2 solution) were shown in
table 1. Compared to the manually made scaffold, the printed
3D cardiac constructs had a lower elastic modulus and UTS.
One possible reason is the differences in micro-structures
between the printed and the manual samples. The printed
scaffolds demonstrated the micro-shell structure and had a
higher ratio of the void to the matrix than the manual samples.
The materials with more voids usually show lower mechanical
properties.

Under electrical stimulations, functional excitation–
contraction coupling of the printed 3D cardiac pseudo
constructs was demonstrated. In the constructs, not only
were the individual adult feline cardiomyocytes observed to
contract rhythmically within 3D printed constructs, but also
the whole constructs were beating periodically. Figure 3
shows the representative beat and velocity transients of the
edges of the printed sheets at day 1 of the culture, recorded
by the IonOptix R⃝ video edge-detection system. Electrically
stimulated at 1 Hz, the shortening extent of the printed
constructs was up to 3.5% of the total length of the constructs,
and the shortening and relaxing velocities of the printed
constructs entrapped with adult feline cardiomyocytes were
about −403.9 ± 23.9 µm s−1 and 437.5 ± 58.9 µm s−1

(both n = 3), respectively. After incubation in static culture
without stimulation for 5 days, beating upon stimulation was
also observed but with weaker activity. The continued beating
of the cells is a clear indication of viability and function inside
the alginate/gelatin scaffolds. However, oxygen diffusion
in tissues is typically limited to 100 µm, well below the
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Figure 3. Representative beating transient (a) and velocity (b) of the edges of the cardiac constructs.

300–800 µm thickness of the scaffold walls used here. This
discrepancy may be due to the highly porous nature of the
scaffolds [24], as well as the limited ability of cardiomyocytes
to secrete ECM proteins.

4. Discussion

Cardiac muscle tissues play a significant role in the contraction
of the atria and ventricles of the heart and endure static and
dynamic loads during the beating of the heart. To fabricate
cardiac muscles, appropriate scaffold materials are needed.
Alginate, a negatively charged polysaccharide from seaweed,
can form hydrogel in the presence of divalent ions (e.g.
Ca2+) [25, 26]. In its hydrogel form, the alginate bears
resemblance to glycol components of the ECM [1]. Because
of their gentle gelling properties, alginates are widely used
for cell encapsulation in vitro [27] and in vivo [28] as well
as for tissue engineering applications [25, 29]. Recently,
the feasibility of bioengineering cardiac tissues using alginate
scaffolds has been demonstrated [30]. After grafting into
rat-infracted myocardium, the alginate cardiac bio-grafts
stimulated intense neovascularization from the neighboring
coronaries and attenuated left ventricular dilatation and failure
[30]. In this study, the alginate was used as a printable hydrogel
to fabricate 3D functional cardiac tissue-like constructs.

Novel printable hydrogels with adequate mechanical
properties are needed to engineer cardiac ‘pseudo tissues’. In
this study, printed alginate gels demonstrated elastic modulus

and ultimate tensile strength of 113.3 ± 17.5 kPa and
43.9 ± 12.2 kPa, respectively, correlating well with the
modulus of cardiomyocytes that was found to be 100.3 ±
10.7 kPa [31]. Most mammalian tissue-derived cells;
including feline adult cardiomyocytes are anchorage
dependent and require attachment to a solid surface for
viability, growth and function [32]. Cell attachment is
correlated to many factors such as the stiffness or modulus of
the materials, the attachment areas and the surface properties
of the materials [33, 34]. It has been demonstrated that most
mammalian cells are unable to specifically interact with and
attach on cast alginate polysaccharides or their hydrogels [35].
In this study, adult cat cardiomyocytes attached to the alginate
scaffolds, judged by the harmonic contractile response of
matrix and the cells. One possible explanation lies in that
the linear modulus of the scaffolds is close to that of the
cardiomyocytes.

5. Conclusions

3D functional cardiac tissues with specific forms and structures
can be fabricated by the inkjet based bio-prototyping method.
The printed cardiac tissues exhibited contractile properties
under mild electrical stimuli in vitro. The microstructures
of the printed alginate scaffolds exhibited ordered micro-
shell arrays in each layer. The cardiac cells remained
viable in the printed constructs thick as 1 cm due to the
programmed porosity. The printed scaffolds demonstrated
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Figure 1. (A) General view of the second-version 3D bioprinter. (B) Head part. (C) Inkjet head.

Among many kinds of machine technology, we focused
on the inkjet printing technique, because we found that the
inkjet printer can control all of the small ink droplets, whose
sizes are almost the same with individual cells, in their
printed position, density, ink color, and their arrangements
by computer and machine technology. We also examined and
confirmed that individual living cells can be ejected safely.
Then, we reported the many advantages of the inkjet in directly
handling individual living cells and micro-scaled positioning
[11]. Such advantages and possibilities in inkjet technologies
for tissue engineering were also reported by other groups,
as cell printing, organ printing, bioprinting and jet-based
printing [12–15]. In addition, we developed a technique of
3D-laminated printing, which was realized by applying the gel-
forming technique of inkjet droplets. Based on those findings,
we have developed the first ever version of an inkjet 3D
bioprinter, supported by Kanagawa Academy of Science and
Technology. As we have demonstrated, this printer can eject
living cells safely and fabricate several 3D hydrogel structures
together with living cells [16–19]. Those results suggested

that the potential of a direct 3D cell printing approach in 3D
tissue engineering or biofabrication is good.

In the first-version 3D bioprinter, 3D structures such as
laminating sheets and 3D tubes were successfully fabricated;
however, the possible structures were still limited to only
simple structures. However, the structures of the tissues
of important tissues and organs are more complicated 3D
structures. Therefore, we have begun to develop the next
version of the 3D bioprinter.

In this paper, the recent developments in our new-
version 3D bioprinter are introduced and the achievements
of 3D biofabrication of more complicated structures are
demonstrated. And through such progress, future possibilities
in 3D biofabrication are discussed.

Materials and methods

A second-version 3D bioprinter

General views of the second-version 3D bioprinter are shown
in figure 1. The total system of the second version is
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Figure 1. (A) General view of the second-version 3D bioprinter. (B) Head part. (C) Inkjet head.
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sizes are almost the same with individual cells, in their
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handling individual living cells and micro-scaled positioning
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for tissue engineering were also reported by other groups,
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printing [12–15]. In addition, we developed a technique of
3D-laminated printing, which was realized by applying the gel-
forming technique of inkjet droplets. Based on those findings,
we have developed the first ever version of an inkjet 3D
bioprinter, supported by Kanagawa Academy of Science and
Technology. As we have demonstrated, this printer can eject
living cells safely and fabricate several 3D hydrogel structures
together with living cells [16–19]. Those results suggested

that the potential of a direct 3D cell printing approach in 3D
tissue engineering or biofabrication is good.

In the first-version 3D bioprinter, 3D structures such as
laminating sheets and 3D tubes were successfully fabricated;
however, the possible structures were still limited to only
simple structures. However, the structures of the tissues
of important tissues and organs are more complicated 3D
structures. Therefore, we have begun to develop the next
version of the 3D bioprinter.

In this paper, the recent developments in our new-
version 3D bioprinter are introduced and the achievements
of 3D biofabrication of more complicated structures are
demonstrated. And through such progress, future possibilities
in 3D biofabrication are discussed.
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Figure 5. (A) 3D computer model of a pyramid structure
reconstructed from 95 different bitmap images. (B) The fabrication
process with multiple images. (C, D) Fabricated 3D pyramid
structure, about 9 × 9 mm in size and about 5 mm in height.

Next, we tried to fabricate 3D structures by laminating
multiple different bitmap images. We prepared 95 multisized
square images, the sizes of which were gradually reduced
from 100% to 5% in 1% intervals, with the center point of
each image set to match the same position. These were
the sequential sectional images of a pyramid-shaped 3D
structure. Before using the 3D bioprinter, a 3D computer
model was reconstructed with the prepared 95 images using 3D
reconstruction software (Z-View, Lexi Corp., Tokyo, Japan)
(figure 5(A)). Next, based on the image data, the 3D bioprinter
printed all of the 95 images layer by layer and finally a 3D
pyramid structure was successfully fabricated with 95 layers
(figure 5(B)–(D)).

All of these structures had been fabricated with the same
setpoints so that the moving speed of the inkjet nozzle is
30 mm s−1 and the ejecting frequency is 500 Hz.

Fabrication using living cells

Finally, we fabricated 3D structures composed of living
cells. In this theme, the same image data of the logo of
the University of Toyama and the 3D pyramid were used.
The cell-suspended sodium alginate solution was prepared,

in which the concentration of cells in DMEM was adjusted to
6 × 106 cells mL−1, while the sodium alginate was conditioned
to 0.8 wt%. As a result, a three-layered structure of the logo
and 3D pyramid structures were successfully constructed by
layer-by-layer printing, which included living cells (figure 6).
We fabricated several pyramid structures in this trial, but a
13-layer pyramid structure is shown here, because the
fabricated structures with more than 13 layers were too thick
for the microscopic observation of cell viability.

To evaluate the viability of the cells in these structures,
they were stained with calcein-AM and propidium iodide
fluorescent dyes. Figure 6(B) represents a magnified image
of the fabricated logo, while figure 6(C) represents a part
of a continuous cross-section seen through a fluorescent
microscope (BioZERO, Keyence, Osaka, Japan). Later images
were obtained by the Z-stack recording mode of the BioZero
fluorescent microscope. We found that nearly all of the cells
in the 3D structures were alive during, and for a period of time
after, the fabrication process in both structures.

Discussion

The inkjet procedure has many advantages for 3D tissue
engineering, as we and other research groups have reported
[12–15, 21–24]. In this study, we introduced the second
version of our 3D bioprinter and the improvements of 3D
biofabrication, showing several fabricated products. Through
them, several possibilities of inkjet 3D biofabrication were
reconfirmed, as follows: (i) Use of the drop on demand (DOD)
printing. Owing to the installation of the raster printing
mode, DOD printing became possible. In DOD printing,
an inkjet droplet is ejected according to the position based
on the printing image. As was shown in the fabrication of
the logo mark, this second-version 3D bioprinter can print
such complicated 2D and 3D structures according to the
bitmap image data prepared. This achievement proves the
effectiveness of DOD printing in the fabrication of complicated
structures. As all of the positions of the inkjet droplets are
controlled by the computer in DOD printing, this printing
mode will lead to the development of computer-assisted
biofabrication or digital biofabrication. (ii) Achievement
of 3D layer-by–layer-laminated printing. In the fabrication
of the 3D pyramid structure, 3D fabrication of 95 layers
to 5 mm thick was achieved by layer-by-layer laminating
printing. These results, including the logo mark, indicate
the great potential of the inkjet biofabrication approach to
fabricate complex 2D and 3D structures, including micro- to
macro-sized integrated biological tissues. (iii) 3D fabrication
by direct live cell printing: both in the fabrication of the logo
mark and 3D pyramid structures with living cells, the results
of live/dead staining demonstrated that nearly all of the cells
in the fabricated logo and 3D pyramid were alive, while dead
cells, which were stained red, were extremely scarce in both
structures. (iv) The effect of the simultaneous 3D fabrication
with cell seeding: in the 3D pyramid structure, the cells were
observed to be located in a homogeneous fashion throughout
nearly all parts of the 3D structures. As reported by Boland
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morphology, as in Fig. 8, but also allowing design
control of the macroscopic shape of the scaffold, as
illustrated in Fig. 10 for the case of a blood vessel
scaffold. Moreover, the process can easily be interfaced
with CT or MRI scans to define patient-tailored
reconstruction shapes. Controlling the internal mor-
phology of the scaffold may be the key to successfully
growing thick cross-sections of tissue because nutrient
and oxygen flow through the internal channels may be
able to support cellular migration, proliferation and
differentiation deep inside the scaffold.

Removal of the mould is essential to reveal the
internal features and ethanol is used to dissolve the
mould material away. Ethanol treatment also exposes
the porosity in the volume of collagen present around

Contamination of collagen from dye in ProtoBuildTM
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Fig. 7. UV-vis spectra of unprocessed collagen (collagen), collagen films immersed in 0.2%w/v ProtoBuildt and CPD (collagen+PB/CPD) and
collagen films immersed in 1%w/v dyeless ProtoBuildt and CPD (collagen+dPB/CPD). The broad peak at approximately 640 nm present in
‘collagen+PB/CPD’, is not found in ‘collagen’ and ‘collagen+dPB/CPD’.

Fig. 8. Artificial vasculature created by (a) designing the CAD model to possess a series of branched shafts with decreasing dimensions, (dimensions
are in micrometers), (b) SEM image of the printed mould; the shafts designed to be 200mm are approximately 220mm, (c) SEM image showing
collagen scaffold with predefined internal channels. The smallest channels in the collagen scaffold are approximately 135 mm.

Fig. 9. SEM image of CPD collagen scaffold. Note the open-cell
porosity.
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Fig. 8. (a) Printed thermoplastic mould (after removal of support material) and (b) SF scaffold obtained after using the RP-fabricated mould.

opposed to that of Wang et al. [27] who inferred that a wider peak
reflects increased ability to retain water.

In a similar study, it was proposed that the high freezing rate
might lower the opportunity to crystallize as the porosity and heat

kinetics energy are low [28]. To circumvent the issues on low crys-
tallinity of SF foams, the current study produced highly cross-linked
specimens by subjecting the SF foams to boiling ethanol for an
hour. Based on the observations from this study, it is suggested

Fig. 9. OCT image of the (a) RP-fabricated SF tissue scaffold, (b) after 21 days and (c) 35 days of cell culture. The arrows illustrate the macro-channels which correspond to
the  struts of the thermoplastic moulds.

revealed a slight distortion after sintering resulting in non-

parallel surfaces in the x/y-plane (Fig. 6, 2nd and 3rd
sample from right). This may be a result of a density

gradient established during casting or a temperature gra-

dient that occurred during sintering. However, such

distortion could have strong influence on the results of the

subsequent compression testing.
All pores had the predetermined shape (Fig. 7). Pore

diameters (Table 1) as well as absolute dimensions of

the sintered specimens differed between the different

Fig. 5 SEM micrographs of
R90 wax moulds, representing a
highly textured surface
perpendicular to the building
platform (a, c). Sintered ceramic
specimens (b, d) show the same
surface texture, indicating the
accuracy of the casting process

Fig. 6 Photograph of R90
samples manufactured from
HA, HA80, HA60, HA40,
HA20 and TCP (left to right)

Fig. 7 Micrographs of sintered
specimens show the round and
square pore geometry of R90
(left), S90 (middle) and S60
(right, lateral view) samples

J Mater Sci: Mater Med (2010) 21:3119–3127 3123
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phology of the scaffold may be the key to successfully
growing thick cross-sections of tissue because nutrient
and oxygen flow through the internal channels may be
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trend is independent of pulse rise time. The apparent
intercepts at approximately 100% have no physical
meaning because printing is not possible at pulse voltages
below 40V.

If we return to the lowest voltage data for cell survival
after printing (40V) and perform a final ANOVA
comparing all the survival rates of the cells printed at
40V (with the three rise times 3, 4.5 and 6 ms) with the
control sample, we return a F-statistic F(3,36) ¼ 0.887,
with P ¼ 0.457 (F(Pcrit5%) ¼ 2.867), indicating that the
four means printed at 40V cannot be distinguished from
the control value. Thus, we conclude that at sufficiently low

voltages, the stresses experienced by the cells during
printing have no significant influence on survivability when
with a control.
These data are very similar to the cell survival rate

(4 97%) obtained by Xu et al. [14] after printing Chinese
hamster ovary (CHO) cells using a thermal inkjet printer.
However, they found that significant cell death occurred
during the formulation of the cell suspensions for printing,
with survival statistics 475% in all samples including
control samples. This was not found with our pipetted
control samples. A complete comparison is not possible
between this study and that of Xu et al. [14], because of the

ARTICLE IN PRESS

Fig. 9. Mean % live population of HT1080 cells as determined by the live–dead assay after printing at 10 kHz with a range of waveform amplitudes and
rise times. Error bars show the standard error from 10 replicates.

Table 1
Double-factor ANOVA results for printed cells showing calculated F-statistic, critical value of F for 5% probability of null hypothesis, and computed
probability of null hypothesis

Data set F F (Pcrit5%) P

Waveform amplitude 22.40 3.11 9.89" 10#8

Rise time 1.23 3.11 0.297
Interaction 1.17 2.48 0.331

Table 2
Regression analysis of the percentage of live cells after printing plotted as a function of waveform amplitude

Rise time (ms) Gradient (%V#1) Intercept (%) R P

3 #0.0870.02 101.571.3 #0.5653 1.13" 10#3

4.5 #0.1270.03 102.871.9 #0.582 7.34" 10#4

6 #0.0870.02 100.871.3 #0.633 1.73" 10#4

Each data point has 10 replicates. Three different wavelength rise times were used.

R.E. Saunders et al. / Biomaterials 29 (2008) 193–203 199
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were proliferating at a rate comparable to that of the
control and are unaffected by the printing parameters. The
exceptions to this trend were the samples printed at 60V,
4.5 ms and 60V, 6 ms. Although these samples still follow
the general trend of increased cell number, over the time
the average normalised cell numbers for all time points are
much lower than those of the other printed samples. These
data were collected as the final printing runs and it is
possible that a significant proportion of the cells have come
out of suspension (as was seen with the WST-1 data given
in Fig. 10). Data from these two data sets are not included
in subsequent statistical analysis.

Levene’s test on the Alamar Blue data, confirmed that
the variance was sufficiently homogenous for the use of
ANOVA. Table 3 shows the results from single-factor
ANOVA carried out on the data with the two possibly
anomalous 60V results removed and including a non-
printed control series. This data does not give conclusive
evidence for any influence of printing parameters on cell
viability determined by the Alamar Blue assay. The 24 h
data has a P45%, the normally accepted limit for rejecting

the null hypothesis in biological statistics but the data from
longer times in culture has Po5% indicating a difference
between all the sample sets at greater incubation times.
A double-factor ANOVA was used to explore whether, in
the absence of the control data, the influence of amplitude
and rise time could be isolated. Table 4 shows the results
from the double-factor ANOVA. This analysis is incon-
clusive and offers no convincing evidence to reject the null
hypothesis. Only the data from samples incubated for 48 h
show Po5% for the influence of amplitude. Given the
number of sample sets that show no significance for other
incubation times, we hypothesise that the 48 h results
represent a type II error (i.e. an incorrect rejection of the
null hypothesis because of a chance variation in the data).
There is no evidence for any influence of pulse rise time on
the results of the Alamar Blue assay, although curiously
there is evidence for a significant interaction between rise
time and voltage at two time intervals—considering the
absence of single-factor influence this interaction may be a
statistical artefact. Thus, there is no compelling evidence to
reject the null hypothesis that printing parameters have

ARTICLE IN PRESS

Fig. 11. Histogram showing normalised results of the Alamar Blue assay, as a function of time in culture, after printing with a range of waveform
amplitudes and rise times. The frequency was set at 10 kHz and all error bars represent the standard error from 10 replicates.

Table 3
Single-factor ANOVA of HT1080 cell proliferation (without 60V, 4.5ms and 60V, 6 ms data) showing calculated F-statistic data at 4 different time points
(critical value of F for 5% probability of null hypothesis ¼ 2.14) and computed probability of null hypothesis

Hours after printing F(7,72) P

24 1.91 0.080
48 2.23 0.041
72 2.61 0.012
96 2.48 0.025
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+	  Effects	  on	  cells:	  	  
vitality	  and	  apoptosis	  

We carefully evaluated the viability and apoptosis of printed
CHO cells. In addition, possible cell membrane damages
developed during the printing process were also measured.

During printing, cells were ejected through a narrow
nozzle channel with a diameter of 48mm in the printhead
(Buskirk et al., 1988). Due to the thermal heat and stress
applied to the cells during printing, cell membrane damages
may occur to the printed cells. We measured the size of
developed cell membrane pores and how long it took the
cells to repair these pores. Comparing with current gene
transfection methods, such like lipofection, virus, and elect-
roporation (Hawley-Nelson et al., 2008; Muramatsu et al.,
1997), we found this side effect of cell printing (damages to
cell membrane) could be a fast, efficient, and economic
method to deliver-targeted genes to the printed mammalian
cells.

Materials and Methods

Cell Culture and Bio-Ink Preparation

Green fluorescent protein (GFP) expressing CHO cells
(provided courtesy of Dr. Gabor Forgacs Jakab et al., 2004)
were cultured using Dulbecco’s modified Eagle’s medium
(DMEM; Sigma Chemicals, St. Louis, MO) supplemented
with 10% fetal bovine serum (FBS; Sigma Chemicals) and
1% antibiotics (penicillin and streptomycin; Sigma Chemicals)
incubated at 378Cwith 5%CO2 for 10 days before passaging.
Media was changed every 2 days during culture. When
passaging, cell suspension was centrifuged at 1000 rpm for
5min. Supernatant was discarded and cell pellet was res-
uspended using 1mL 1! Dulbecco’s phosphate-buffered
saline solution (DPBS; Sigma Chemicals) for the bio-ink.
The final cell concentrations of bio-ink were between 2! 106

and 20! 106 cells/mL in 1! DPBS.

Quantitative Cell Printing Study

Modified HP Deskjet 500 thermal inkjet printer and HP
51626A black ink cartridge (Hewlett-Packard, Inc., Palo
Alto, CA) were used for cell printing. The printer was UV
sterilized overnight in a laminar flow hood and the cartridge
was sprayed using 100% ethanol before adding bio-ink. Rat
tail collagen type I (BD Biosciences, San Jose, CA) solution
of 2mg/mL was added onto microscope cover slips and
incubated at 378C for 2 h for the bio-paper. A Photoshop
pattern with 100 pixels was printed. The printed samples
were incubated for 30min at 378C with 5% CO2 to allow the
cells to attach. DMEM media was carefully added to the
printed samples after incubation. Twelve hours after print-
ing before any cell proliferation, printed cells viability was
evaluated using a kit containing calcein acetoxymethyl
(calcein AM) and ethidium homodimer-1 (EthD-1) (Live/
Dead Viability/Cytotoxicity assay; Invitrogen, Carlsbad,
CA). Live cells were stained into green fluorescence by

calcein AM and dead cells were stained into red fluorescence
by EthD-1. An inverted Zeiss fluorescent microscope with
100!magnification was used to count the live and dead cells
on three replicates (bio-paper). All cells were counted on
each sample. Cellular viability was calculated by dividing the
number of live cells by sum of live and dead cells.

Printed CHO Cells Apoptosis Study

Viability study is enough to show significant effect to printed
cells survival but not enough to indicate the safety of print-
ing process. APO-BrdU TUNEL Assay kit (Invitrogen) was
used to evaluate DNA fragments of printed cells, which is
one of the most reliable methods for apoptosis detection
(Bortner et al., 1995). CHO cells were printed into Petri
dishes and three replicates were collected in 0.5mL DPBS.
Manually pipetted cells were used as negative control. Cell
suspensions were added into 5mL 1% (w/v) paraformalde-
hyde in DPBS and placed on ice for 15min. After fixation,
cells were rinsed using DPBS and incubated in ice-cold 70%
ethanol for 30min on ice. Apoptosis assay was performed
following the protocol with the kit. Stained cells were

Figure 1. Quantitative cell printing study. A: Average viability of printed cells is
89%. No significant difference in viability was observed at different cell concentra-
tions. B: Quantitative cell printing showed percentage of drops containing cells varied
linearly from low to high concentrations, peaking at 8.2! 106 cells/mL.
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transferred to microscope glass slides and observed using an
inverted Zeiss fluorescent microscope with 200! magnifi-
cation. Three fields were randomly selected for each sample.
Apoptotic cells were stained into green fluorescence.
Apoptotic ratio was calculated by dividing the number of
apoptotic cells by number of total cells.

Membrane Permeability Study

In order to evaluate cell membrane integrity of printed
cells, propidium iodide (PI; Invitrogen) and Texas Red-
conjugated dextran molecules with various molecular
weights (3,000, 10,000, 40,000, and 70,000) (Invitrogen)
were used to stain the printed CHO cells in order to assess
pore development and sizes in the cell membrane. PI is
typically used to stain the DNA of fixed cells, and cannot
penetrate healthy cells. However, PI can penetrate live cells
when there is damage to the cell membrane (Malmgren
1997). PI’s estimated diameter is 16 Å. Stokes diameters for
Texas Red-conjugated dextran molecules of 3,000, 10,000,
40,000, and 70,000MW are 28, 46, 90, and 120 Å, res-
pectively. Dextran molecule solutions were prepared in 1!
DPBS at a concentration of 10mg/mL for cell staining.
Bio-ink was prepared as described above. Bio-paper was
prepared using fibronectin-coated microscope cover slips.
Manually pipetted CHO cells served as the negative
control. After incubation at 378C for various time periods,
ranging from 15min to 2 h, dextran molecule solutions were
carefully added to the printed cells. The samples were
incubated in the dark for 45min and then carefully washed
twice using 1! DPBS. Zeiss LSM 510 laser scanning
microscope (Carl Zeiss, Minneapolis, MN) was employed to
examine the fluorescent-stained cells using appropriate

Table I. Engineering parameters of modified HP Deskjet 500 and HP
51626A ink cartridges.

Specification of the printer
Firing frequency 3.6 kHz (Buskirk et al., 1988)
Resolution 85mm (300 dpi)

(Harmon and Widder, 1988)
Drop volume 130 pL (Buskirk et al., 1988)

Printing parameters
Number of pixels in
printed pattern

100

Conc. of cell suspension,
106 cells/mL

2.1 4.1 8.2 16.5

Expected value
Number of printed cellsa 27 53 107 215

Experimental values
Total # of cells printed (n¼ 3) 17 54 116 76

Optimum printing result obtained with cell concentration of
8.2! 106 cells/mL, indicating almost one cell per drop.

aNumber of printed cells¼ cell concentration! drop volume!number
of printed dots.

Figure 2. Printed cells apoptosis study. A: Printed cells collected for apoptosis assay. B: Apoptotic cells showed green fluorescence. C: Apoptosis ratio was calculated by
dividing the number of apoptotic cells by the number of total cells under microscope at 200! magnification. No significant difference of apoptosis was observed between printed
cells and unprinted cells, which showed no significant damages to the printed cells. Scale bar: 50mm.
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+	  Effects	  on	  cells:	  	  
membrane	  damages	  
•  Pores	  on	  cell	  membranes	  
•  Small	  pores	  may	  be	  created	  during	  prin<ng	  
•  Aver	  two	  hours	  cells	  recover	  
•  Exploit	  this	  phenomenon	  to	  gene	  delivery	  

study showed an average transfection efficiency of 31.5!
3.9% by dividing the amount of GFP expressing cells by total
number of attached cells from three randomly selected areas
on three printed cell samples. Fibrillarin-GFP plasmid DNA
was simply mixed with CHO cells in DPBS before printing.
Without any expensive transfection medium and reagents,
as well as time consuming procedures, the initial transfec-
tion efficiency delivered by modified thermal inkjet printer
was more than 30%. The transfection efficiency can be inc-
reased by optimizations, such as adjusting concentrations of
cells and genes. The currently available gene transfection
methods are usually time consuming, toxic to treated cells,
and requiring expensive equipment (Hawley-Nelson et al.,
2008). Cell printing can accomplish gene transfection pro-
cess within seconds at high cellular viability and low cost.

Conclusions

From this comprehensive cell damage evaluation and trans-
ient cell membrane pores study of printed cells, we conclude
that the cell printing technology using modified thermal
inkjet printers can be applied for quantitative cell seeding.

The low apoptotic ratio (3.5! 1.3%) shows the cells are not
stressed beyond the normal handling, such as pipetting and
centrifuging, during printing. Transient pores developed in
the cell membrane with an estimated pore size of 105 Å for
CHO cells and cells are able to repair these pores within
hours. Plasmid DNA can be delivered into the printed cells
during co-printing. The initial transfection efficiency was
above 30% without any optimization. This interesting side
effect of cell printing has promising applications for target
gene and other macroparticles delivery purposes.
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printed drop, the temperature of the drop will increase
248C (estimated from DT¼ E/(Cp"Vdrop); Cp is the heat
capacity of the ink (4.18 J K#1 g#1); E is the energy supplied
by the heating element (1.3" 10#5 J); Vdrop is the volume of
the drop (1.3" 10#7mL)). As the cell printing was usually
executed at room temperature, about 228C, the printed cells
would be heated to, at most, 468C. According to the kinetics
study of heat shock protein expression, the cells respond an
elevated heat shock protein expression after 1.5 h at 438C
incubation, with maximum expression level after 16 h when
heated continuously (Wang et al., 2003). The drops in our
printing process, however, cool to room temperature within
seconds, thus no significant apoptosis was observed.

Cell Membrane Permeability of Printed CHO Cells

Figure 3 shows cells incubated and stained with dextran
molecules 15min after printing. Red fluorescence from the
Texas red-labeled dyes with molecular weight up to 40,000
was found in printed cells. We did not observe significant
fluorescence from the printed cells incubated with
70,000MW dextran molecules (Fig. 3D), indicating the
limited penetration of the dye. Control samples showed no
significant fluorescence for any dextran dye employed.

Figure 3E for the lowest molecular weight dextran dye
(3,000) exemplifies these results.

Dextran molecules have been used extensively to estimate
the pore sizes in the cell membranes (Shattil et al., 1992).
Printed CHO cells incubated with dextran molecules of
3000, 10,000, and 40,000MW all showed solid Texas Red
fluorescence at RHOD (cy3, Texas Red) channel (Fig. 3A–
C), when stained shortly after printing. Weak Texas Red
fluorescence was also observed from cells incubated with
70,000 dextran molecules (Fig. 3D). This may be due to
some dextran molecules attached to the cell membrane. It
is also possible that the molecules have been slightly con-
taminated with lower MW dextrans, as stated by the
manufacturer. In either case, the fluorescence is weak, which
leads us to conclude that the cutoff molecular weight of the
pores in the cell membrane of the printed CHO cells had a
range from 40,000 to 70,000 or an estimated 105 Å pore
diameter.

The transient nature of the pores has been assumed, given
the fact that long-term survival of printed cells has been
shown (Cui and Boland, 2009). However, we desired a
better understanding of pore sizes dynamics. Figure 4 shows
pore size decreases and virtually disappears with time. We
observed that only the 3,000MW dextran molecules pene-
trated the cells after 1 h of incubation. Thus, we estimated
the pore size to have shrunk after 1 h of printing, to some-
where between the Stokes diameter of 3,000 and 10,000
dextrans, or $37 Å. As summarized in Table II, after 1.5 h
the pores appeared to be closing with none of the dextrans
penetrating. However, PI was still detectable inside the cell.
Two hours after printing, few if any fluorescent molecules
were observed in the printed cells. This was confirmed with
no significant PI levels inside the cells after 2 h. Pore size had
decreased to <16 Å, which is the average diameter of PI.
Because PI cannot penetrate healthy cells, we conclude that
all the printed cells repaired the developed pores within 2 h
after printing and became to healthy cells.

Targeted Gene Delivery to Printed CHO Cells

For cells printed with GFP plasmids, more than 30% printed
cells were transfected and had GFP expressed after 24 h of
printing (Fig. 5B). No GFP expression found in the
unprinted cells mixed with plasmid DNA (Fig. 5D). This

Table II. Summary of fluorescent molecule (PI and dextran molecules) penetration through damaged cell membrane after printing.

Incubation time
after printing (h) PI (16 Å)

Dextran
3,000 (28 Å)

Dextran
10,000 (46 Å)

Dextran
40,000 (90 Å)

Dextran
70,000 (120 Å)

0.25 H H H H O
1 H H O O O
1.5 H O O O O
2 O O O O O

H, molecules entered the cells; O, molecules did not enter the cells.
Dextran molecules up to 40,000MW can penetrate the printed cells. After 1 h incubation, PI and 3000MW dextran can still enter cells. 1.5 h later, only PI

can penetrate cells. After 2 h, even PI cannot enter the cells. All pores were repaired and printed cells appeared to be healthy.

Figure 4. Cell membrane pore size of printed CHO cells as a function of time.
Pore sizes were estimated by averaging the Stokes diameters of the dextran
molecules that were able to penetrate the membrane and those that were not. We
found estimated average pore size of printed cells to be 105 Å. The pore size reduced
to 37 Å after 1 h incubation and 22 Å after 1.5 h. Pores appeared to be repaired in 2 h
after printing.
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+	  
Fluid-‐mechanics	  of	  drop	  impact	  
•  The	  fluid	  flow	  associated	  
with	  impinging	  drops	  is	  
rather	  complicated	  and	  not	  	  
understood	  in	  detail.	  It	  
depends	  on	  several	  
parameters:	  
–  Viscosity	  
–  Surface	  Tension	  
– Geometry	  of	  substrate	  
– Mechanical	  proper<es	  	  
of	  substrate	  

Figure 2 Impact of a molten wax droplet with velocity 1.0 m/s on an aluminum surface at 23 ◦C.

4887



+	  
Living-‐ink	  prepara<on	  

•  Fibroblasts	  3T3	  (mouse	  embryonic	  fibroblast	  
cell	  line)	  suspension	  of	  5·∙106	  cells/ml	  

•  Four	  different	  surfaces	  as	  prin<ng	  substrate.	  	  
–  polystyrene	  (PS	  mul<well	  plates,	  rigid	  substrate);	  	  
– medium	  with	  serum	  (liquid	  substrate);	  	  
– medium	  with	  1%	  w/v	  of	  gela<n	  (viscous	  
substrate);	  

–  3	  mg/ml	  collagen	  cross-‐linked	  with	  M199	  10X	  
culture	  medium	  (visco-‐elas<c	  substrate)	  

•  Printed	  with	  a	  TIJ	  –	  Oliven	  Biojet	  

Tirella	  A	  et	  al.	  J	  Biosci	  Bioeng.	  2011	  Jul;112(1):79-‐85.	  Epub	  2011	  Apr	  15.	  



+	  
Living	  ink	  results	  	  

•  CellTiter-‐Blue	  Cell	  Viability	  Assay	  
	  (Promega,	  Madison,	  WI)	  

A	  s<ff	  surface	  generates	  an	  
elevated	  number	  of	  died	  
cells.	  A	  very	  small	  part	  of	  
cells	  survive	  at	  the	  process	  
and,	  aver	  48	  hours,	  they	  
start	  to	  reproduce.	  For	  the	  
other	  substrates	  there	  are	  
not	  so	  remarkable	  
differences.	  



+	  
Living	  ink	  results	  	  

•  rela<onship	  between	  viability	  	  
and	  mechanical	  proper<es	  of	  substrates	  



+	  
FEM	  model	  of	  drop	  impact	  

•  Phase	  field	  method:	  
– Track	  a	  diffuse	  interface	  separa<ng	  two	  phases	  

•  Navier-‐Stokes	  equa<ons	  
– Transport	  of	  mass	  and	  momentum	  

•  Structural	  mechanics	  equa<ons	  
–  Interac<on	  fluid-‐substrate	  



+	  
FEM	  model	  of	  drop	  impact	  

•  FEM	  geometry	  
ink	  

air	  

substrate	  

z-‐axis	  

r-‐axis	  

axis	  of	  
symmetry	  

Ini<al	  	  
fluid	  –	  air	  
interface	  



+	  

�  Drop	  flight	   �  Drop	  impact	  

FEM	  Results	  



+	  
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Effect	  of	  substrate	  on	  drop	  shape	  



+	   Effect	  of	  substrate	  rigidity	  	  
on	  absorbed	  energy	  

•  Energy	  stored	  in	  the	  droplet	  during	  the	  landing	  phase	  is	  transmi_ed	  to	  the	  
substrate:	  low	  values	  of	  dissipa<on	  energy	  mean	  high	  forces	  ac<ng	  on	  the	  
droplet,	  while	  high	  dissipa<on	  energy	  values	  correspond	  to	  low	  forces	  
inside	  the	  droplet.	  

�  Absorbed	  energy	  in	  <me	  
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+	   Effect	  of	  substrate	  	  
rigidity	  on	  absorbed	  energy	  

•  rela<onship	  between	  absorbed	  energy	  and	  mechanical	  
proper<es	  of	  substrates	  

�  Maximum	  of	  absorbed	  energy	  



+	  
FEM-‐biological	  results	  correla<on	  

•  Strong	  correla<on	  	  
substrate	  s<ffness	  –	  cells	  vitality	  



+	  
FEM-‐biological	  results	  correla<on	  

•  Strong	  correla<on	  	  
substrate	  s<ffness	  –	  cells	  vitality	  



+	   Comparison	  with	  	  
extrusion	  based	  system	  

properties (i.e., density and viscosity) were set to experimen-
tally measured values (1,160 kg/m3 and 4.23 Pa s, respec-
tively). The interface separating the cell membrane/alginate
was tracked during the extrusion process and used to evalu-
ate shear stresses.

Results

FEM Modeling

Drop Collision on Substrate: Impact Energy Evalua-
tion. The evaluation of impact energy acting on LivingInk
during printing was indirectly derived considering results of
substrate strain energy values. This assumption was based on
the hypothesis that the energy stored in the droplet during
the landing phase is elastically transmitted to the substrate.
In this evaluation, low values of dissipation energy mean
high forces still acting on the droplet, whereas high dissipa-
tion energy values correspond to low forces exerted on the
droplet. To appreciate the effect of substrate properties, the
impact energy stored in the substrate as a function of sub-
strate stiffness is represented in Figure 1.

In the same figure, the time dependence of the stored
energy for different elastic moduli shows how soft substrate
energy dissipation is distributed over time.

As expected the simulations underline the influence of sub-
strate stiffness in impact forces and energies. Soft or liquid-
like materials absorb higher energy and store it in time, reach-
ing a constant value once the drop spread over the substrate.
On the contrary, solid-like materials (i.e., stiff and hard

substrates) absorb less energy and in a shorter time, resulting
in higher energy storage within the droplet (Figure 1).

Extrusion of Cell Suspension: Shear Stress Evaluation.
Modeling the motion of a fluid spherical body in a viscous
domain can reveal cell membrane deformation due to viscous
forces exerted by fluid motion. Numerical models return shear
values of about 200–350 Pa acting during the first 10 ls on
the fluid–fluid interface, this happens as the cell starts to
move in the needle. Results show that shear stresses are
higher than the ones which cells experience in physiological
conditions (it is reported that hepatocytes can tolerate shear
stress value of 0.05 Pa19). However, these stresses act only in
a short time period, allowing a rapid recovery. Analyzing
FEM results underline that the maximum shear stress imposed
during the printing with the PAM2 system is lower than the
one exerted and tolerated by cells during inkjet printing,20,21

however, it acts for a longer time (Figures 1 and 2, respec-
tively, for BioJet and PAM2). To better compare the two sys-
tems, the extrusion energy in PAM2 system was evaluated
considering the time dependence of the shear forces devel-
oped during material expulsion (Figure 2): considering shear
stress, cell surface area and the velocity of the suspension in
the nozzle, it was possible to calculate the energy transmitted
to cells over the extrusion time (Figure 3).

In both volumetric flow rates used to print and fabricate
living scaffolds, once the extrusion begins (time 0), there is
an immediate increase in shear stress; the shear stress
quickly drops to zero after less than half a second once the
cell exits the needle (Figure 2). Remarkably, the maximum
shear force is greater with the lower volumetric flow rate (4
lL/s) than at higher volumetric flow rates (9 lL/s), however,
cells remain in the syringe for a longer time prolonging the
action of forces on cell membrane. Figure 3 shows that the
stored energies obtained do not vary significantly, suggesting
that extrusion conditions do not influence printed cells as
much as substrate stiffness.

Living constructs fabrication and FEM validation

Direct printing of living constructs was performed with
both the systems to validate FEM results.

Inkjet Printing on Specific Substrates. The viability assay
performed on fibroblasts shows a considerable difference
between soft and solid substrates particularly at 6 h after
printing (Table 1). The capability of liquid-like substrates to
absorb impact forces is reflected on cell viability: a linear
relationship between viability and elastic properties was
apparent even after few hours from printing. These results
correlate very well with the FEM results (Figure 1), which
shows an inversely proportional relationship between
adsorbed strain energy and substrate elastic modulus. A very
small portion of cells survives the printing process on the

Figure 3. Energy values obtained from FEM models acting on
printed cells.

Cell damage due to the mechanical impact during cell inkjet
printing has been observed, and it is a possible hurdle for broad
applications of fragile cell direct writing.

Table 1. Viability Assay Results of Fabricated Living Scaffolds

BioJet PAM2 System

Printing Substrates Volumetric Flow Rates

Time (h) Control* Polystyrene Collagen Gelatin Control** 4 lL/s 9 lL/s

6 100 27.1 ! 11.2 59.7 ! 8.6 115.4 ! 5.5 100 86.2 ! 11.3 106.4 !4.1
24 150.9 ! 7.8 20.2 ! 17.2 178.3 ! 19.0 154.5 ! 40.1 100 95.8 ! 9.9 96.6 ! 5.5
48 452.6 ! 37.8 123.4 ! 44.5 409.7 ! 25.3 386.9 ! 51.9 100 79.3 ! 14.7 94.1 ! 12.8

Reported values are expressed as % respect to controls. The results underline the printing parameters that cause cell damage or death.
*The control refers to a 2D cell culture at time 0.

**The control refers to a cell suspension in alginate at each time point.
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stiffest substrate, whereas for softer substrates no significant
differences were measured with respect to the control 48 h
after printing.

Deposition Using Controlled Volumetric Flow Rate. To
assess the effect of the extrusion process on cells, in this
study, we evaluated cell proliferation and metabolic profiles
of HepG2 cells encapsulated in 6% v/w alginate scaffolds
using different volumetric flow rates. Cell viability over 48 h
was analyzed (Table 1). As shown, scaffolds fabricated with
higher volumetric flow rates (9 lL/s) exhibit viability similar
to controls, whereas viability is slightly but significantly
decreased using lower volumetric flow rates (4 lL/s). At 9
lL/s, no significant changes occur immediately after the
printing phase (6 h) or a few days after, and this demon-
strates that the shear stresses exerted using this system, thus
the fabricating parameters used, do not damage cells.

Discussion

Cells sense, interact, and dynamically respond to their
microenvironment, which has an important role in controlling
cellular spatial organization and function. TE uses different
approaches to evaluate cell–material interactions. Patterned
2D topological cues and bioactive motifs use surface modifi-
cation techniques to investigate how biocompatible surfaces
can control cellular interactions on the micrometer and submi-
crometer scales22 or transmit extrinsic signals through focal
adhesions and integrins using microcontact printing techni-
ques.23 Other approaches use multigrooved fibers24 or electro-
spun nanosized mesh networks25 to increase cell attachment
and control cellular alignment. Given the dramatic difference
between culturing cells in 2D or 3D cell systems (cell shape,
gene expression, growth, morphogenesis, etc.),26 there is an
increasing interest in the study of 3D environments. Inkjet
and RP systems have been used to recreate the structural
aspects of ECM, controlling size, shape, and mechanical prop-
erties of the fabricated constructs at the microscale.4,11,27–31

Beyond the need to mimic the architectural aspects of
ECM, it is also interesting to deposit cells with highly con-
trolled spatial cues to confer spatially specific bioactivity to
the scaffold.32 However, during the fabrication of bioactive
scaffolds, cells can experience high stresses due to impact
and shear forces. In general, using a trial-and-error approach,
suitable printing conditions are empirically derived to obtain
scaffolds containing living and viable cells. To improve
these fabrication methods, we evaluated stresses occurring
during the printing of living materials (using two printing
techniques) via FEM analyses.

In particular, attention was first dedicated to modeling the
printing steps that may affect cell viability. In case of inkjet
printing, we considered the impact of a drop on substrates
with different elastic moduli, assuming that the impact energy
exerted on the drop is elastically transmitted to the cells. The
elastic energy transfer during droplet landing and the total
energy in the system during impact is then shared between
the strain energy of the substrate and the stored energy in the
droplet. We therefore reason that the stored energy is trans-
ferred to living cells dispersed within the droplet and thus
may permanently damage cells if it exceeds a threshold value.

In case of the nozzle-based direct-writing system PAM2,
the key parameter controlling spatial resolution of hydrogel
scaffolds is the volumetric flow rate.14 Therefore, the analy-
sis, varying flow rate value, was concentrated on the narrow-

est part of the printing system: the nozzle. FEM results show
that stored energy (evaluated from shear stress values acting
on a cell membrane) does not differ significantly as a func-
tion of the imposed volumetric flow rate; these data were
also confirmed by cell viability tests.

Comparing FEM results, it is possible to correlate energies
transmitted to LivingInk and ScaffoldingInk to predict the
most suitable printing conditions to preserve cell viability
and, at the same time, obtain a well-defined shaped structure.
In Figure 3, it is evident that drop impact is more critical
than shear stress during printing of cell suspensions. In par-
ticular, cell viability experiments have shown that impact
energies higher than 10!9 J cause irreversible damage. Using
the PAM2 system, this threshold is unlikely to be reached. In
contrast, using BioJet, and inkjet systems in general, atten-
tion should be dedicated to the nature of the printing sub-
strate to determine impact energy values.

In the perspective of fabricating more complex scaffolds
with different features (e.g., materials, biomolecules, and cell
types) and at different length scales (from nanometer to
millimeter), we propose the integration of the two printing
systems to design new scaffolds. Together the two methods
can be used to direct-write soft living constructs as summar-
ized in Figure 4. In detail, we propose the use of the PAM2

system to fabricate 3D living scaffolds: the fabrication pa-
rameters can be dimensioned to avoid damage on cells due
to shear stresses. Then by controlling the viscosity and gel-
ling properties of the ScaffoldingInk composition, it is possi-
ble not only to fix the microarchitecture but also to finely
tune the mechanical properties of the construct as a substrate
for subsequent nanoscale printing with the BioJet. In this
case, on one hand, the construct should be stiff and tough,
so that printed droplets do not spread or diffuse through the
matrix, and spatial resolution can be preserved; on the other

Figure 4. PAM2 and BioJet printing principles and obtained
constructs.

The two systems can be integrated to print 3D constructs con-
taining cells. As summarized here the PAM2 system can be
used to direct-write soft living constructs with "300 lm reso-
lution without inducing cell damage. Successively the BioJet
can print cells and biomolecules in controlled locations with 80
lm resolution onto the surface of the soft constructs, thus mini-
mizing cell damage due to substrate impact.
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CONCLUDING	  CONSIDERATIONS	  	  
ON	  INKJET	  PRINTING	  



+	  
Inkjet	  perspec<ves	  

•  The	  challenge	  facing	  the	  use	  of	  inkjet	  prin<ng	  for	  
applica<ons	  in	  advanced	  materials	  applica<ons	  is	  feature	  
resolu<on.	  	  

•  The	  resolu<on	  of	  any	  printed	  object	  is	  clearly	  limited	  by	  the	  
volume	  of	  the	  ejected	  drop.	  	  

•  At	  present	  the	  limi<ng	  droplet	  size	  is	  approximately	  1	  
picoliter,	  or	  a	  diameter	  of	  ≈12	  μm.	  	  

•  Although	  smaller	  liquid	  droplets	  can	  be	  generated	  by	  other	  
technologies	  (e.g.,	  electrosta<c	  droplet	  ejec<on	  from	  a	  
Taylor	  cone),	  it	  is	  unlikely	  that	  much	  smaller	  droplets	  will	  
be	  available	  from	  inkjet	  printheads	  in	  the	  near	  future	  
because	  of	  the	  limi<ng	  physics	  of	  the	  droplet	  genera<on	  
process.	  

B.	  Derby,	  Annu.	  Rev.	  Mater.	  Res.	  2010.	  40:395–414	  



+	  Inkjet	  perspec<ves:	  	  
combina<on	  with	  other	  techniques	  
•  Lithographic	  technology	  
– Modify	  the	  substraty	  hydrofilithy	  

MR40CH16-Derby ARI 3 June 2010 22:36
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Figure 9
Fabrication of architectures by inkjet printing with dimensions smaller than a spread drop. (a) A droplet
spread to its equilibrium configuration on a substrate. (b) The presence of a fluidphobic stripe ( yellow) will
arrest spreading. (c) A combination of two arrested drops defines the channel width between the source and
drain beneath the gate for an all-polymer printed transistor (3). The red and green regions depict an organic
polymer semiconductor and a gate-insulating layer respectively, deposited between the printed source, drain,
and gate drops.

of DOD printers have a volume of ≈1 picoliter, or d0 > 10 µm, the smallest feature size with a
fluid of contact angle <10◦ will be >30 µm. For many applications in printed electronics, higher
resolutions are required. To achieve this objective, the fluid flow during the spreading process is
directed or restricted either by presenting a physical barrier to spreading by modifying the surface
topology, or by patterning the substrate to locally control the surface energy and hence the contact
angle of a spreading drop.

Sirringhaus et al. (3) were the first to use surface patterning to control substrate surface en-
ergies, and hence drop contact angles, prior to inkjet printing. They used photolithography and
plasma etching of a polyimide film deposited on a glass substrate to produce a combined physical
and surface energy barrier. This had a step height of ≈50 nm and an abrupt change in surface
energy, giving a contact angle of approximately 20–25◦ on the exposed glass and approximately 70–
80◦ on the polyimide. Using this pattern, they were able to produce linear channels with widths
of ≈5 µm between overlapping printed drops of poly(3,4-ethylenedioxythiopene) doped with
polystyrene sulfonic acid (PEDOT) (3), illustrated schematically in Figure 9. These structures
were used to fabricate polymer transistors with channel widths of 5 µm, which is much smaller
than the ≈80-µm footprint diameter expected from the inkjet-printed drops on their substrate.
Wang et al. (37) demonstrated that it is possible to achieve similar- and smaller-width structures
through dewetting, by printing a drop onto a fluidphobic stripe patterned on a fluidphilic substrate
(Figure 10a–c). By optimization of the mesa height, channel architectures with widths of
≈500 nm were achieved.

Another use of dewetting has allowed for channel architectures with dimensions of approxi-
mately 100 nm (38). In this method a PEDOT pattern is printed on glass, followed by a plasma
surface treatment with CF4 that decreases the PEDOT surface energy through fluoridation while
increasing the surface energy of the glass. On printing a second PEDOT solution pattern, to
overlap the original but modified PEDOT, the large contrast in surface energy dewets the
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+	  Inkjet	  perspec<ves:	  	  
combina<on	  with	  other	  techniques	  
•  Electrospinning	  
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Figure 1. (A) Schematic representation of the hybrid printing system shows the inkjet printhead and the electrospinning printhead. (B) The
actual prototype of the hybrid printing system after construction.

The inkjet printing platform is composed of a customized
XYZ plotter driven by step motors. The printhead was
equipped with a dc solenoid inkjet valve (Offshore Solutions
Inc, Beaverton, OR). Reservoirs for loading the cell suspension
to be printed were connected to the inkjet valve. The cell-
printing solution was supplied to the inkjet valve from the
reservoirs using pressurized air. The printhead was mounted
over a XYZ plotter platform to allow deposition of cells
onto the scaffold generated by electrospinning. The XYZ
plotter was positioned under the printhead via a customized
controller. The controller acquires the positioning information
from custom software built on the .NET Framework 2.0
(Microsoft Corp, Redmond, WA). The software converts the
image of the target to a special four byte protocol, which is
used to activate a specific inkjet valve and coordinate X–Y–Z
position.

In this hybrid system, the electrospinning apparatus
is used to generate a polymeric fiber-based scaffold. An
electrospinning head, in tandem with the inkjet head, was
also mounted over the XYZ plotter. The power supply, which
is used to provide a high voltage field for electrospinning,
was modulated by the same customized controller. To prevent
the potential adverse effects of static discharge on the logic
circuitry of the customized controller, the controller was
conductively isolated from the high voltage power supply
through fiber optics.

2.3. Preparation of polymer solution

PCL (10% wt/vol) and Pluronic F-127 (5% wt/vol) were
dissolved in acetone under gentle stirring in a warm water bath
(50 ◦C). Acetone was used as a solvent because it is a natural
byproduct of ketone body synthesis in the liver. Pluronic F-127
was added to the polymer solution to reduce the viscosity of
molten PCL and also improve the hydrophilicity properties of
the resulting electrospun PCL scaffold [22]. The final polymer
solution was loaded into the polymer reservoirs of the printing
system.

2.4. Isolation and culture of rabbit articular chondrocytes

Chondrocytes were obtained from rabbit ear cartilage as
described previously [23]. Briefly, the rabbit was sedated
and the ear was shaved, cleaned with povidone-iodine, and
draped. A pocket was resected under sterile conditions at the
subperichondrial level and an approximately 2 × 2 cm piece
of cartilage was removed. Biopsy specimens were washed
in phosphate-buffered saline (PBS) and finely minced under
sterile conditions. To disassociate chondrocytes from the
cartilage tissue, the minced cartilage was incubated in Ham’s
F12 medium with glutamine/bicarbonate supplemented with
10% fetal bovine serum (FBS), 100 U ml−1 penicillin,
100 µg ml−1 streptomycin, 2.5 µg ml−1 amphotericin B
(Gibco-BRL), and 1 mg ml−1 collagenase type B (Boehringer
Mannheim GmbH, Germany) at 37 ◦C on an orbital shaker.
After 24 h, the undigested pieces were discarded and the
supernatant was collected and distributed onto fresh tissue
culture dishes. Every dish was filled with 20 ml of fresh
Dulbecco’s modified Eagle’s medium (DMEM) supplemented
with 10% FBS, 1% antibiotic-antimycotic (ABAM) and 1%
L-glutamine. Cell cultures were incubated in a humidified
incubator in 5% CO2 at 37 ◦C. Culture media was changed
every three to four days. To prepare the cell printing solution,
cell pellets at passage 6 were re-suspended in a mixture of
fibrinogen (10 mg ml−1) and rat tail collagen type I (1.5 mg
ml−1) in PBS at a concentration of 3–4 × 106 cells ml−1 and
loaded into cell reservoirs.

2.5. Fabrication of cartilage constructs

A layer of PCL was electrospun for 30 min at 3 ml h−1 at
20 kilovolts (KV) through an 18.5 gauge blunt needle syringe.
The syringe was placed 8 cm above a sterile 10 cm petri
dish containing sterile PBS. A sheet of aluminum foil was
placed directly under the petri dish and to act as the ground
for the system and force the PCL to spin directly into
the PBS. Wet electrospinning was necessary because dry
PCL/F-127 rapidly absorbs water from printed constructs
and leads to desiccation of the cells. After spinning a
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Figure 1. (A) Schematic representation of the hybrid printing system shows the inkjet printhead and the electrospinning printhead. (B) The
actual prototype of the hybrid printing system after construction.

The inkjet printing platform is composed of a customized
XYZ plotter driven by step motors. The printhead was
equipped with a dc solenoid inkjet valve (Offshore Solutions
Inc, Beaverton, OR). Reservoirs for loading the cell suspension
to be printed were connected to the inkjet valve. The cell-
printing solution was supplied to the inkjet valve from the
reservoirs using pressurized air. The printhead was mounted
over a XYZ plotter platform to allow deposition of cells
onto the scaffold generated by electrospinning. The XYZ
plotter was positioned under the printhead via a customized
controller. The controller acquires the positioning information
from custom software built on the .NET Framework 2.0
(Microsoft Corp, Redmond, WA). The software converts the
image of the target to a special four byte protocol, which is
used to activate a specific inkjet valve and coordinate X–Y–Z
position.

In this hybrid system, the electrospinning apparatus
is used to generate a polymeric fiber-based scaffold. An
electrospinning head, in tandem with the inkjet head, was
also mounted over the XYZ plotter. The power supply, which
is used to provide a high voltage field for electrospinning,
was modulated by the same customized controller. To prevent
the potential adverse effects of static discharge on the logic
circuitry of the customized controller, the controller was
conductively isolated from the high voltage power supply
through fiber optics.

2.3. Preparation of polymer solution

PCL (10% wt/vol) and Pluronic F-127 (5% wt/vol) were
dissolved in acetone under gentle stirring in a warm water bath
(50 ◦C). Acetone was used as a solvent because it is a natural
byproduct of ketone body synthesis in the liver. Pluronic F-127
was added to the polymer solution to reduce the viscosity of
molten PCL and also improve the hydrophilicity properties of
the resulting electrospun PCL scaffold [22]. The final polymer
solution was loaded into the polymer reservoirs of the printing
system.

2.4. Isolation and culture of rabbit articular chondrocytes

Chondrocytes were obtained from rabbit ear cartilage as
described previously [23]. Briefly, the rabbit was sedated
and the ear was shaved, cleaned with povidone-iodine, and
draped. A pocket was resected under sterile conditions at the
subperichondrial level and an approximately 2 × 2 cm piece
of cartilage was removed. Biopsy specimens were washed
in phosphate-buffered saline (PBS) and finely minced under
sterile conditions. To disassociate chondrocytes from the
cartilage tissue, the minced cartilage was incubated in Ham’s
F12 medium with glutamine/bicarbonate supplemented with
10% fetal bovine serum (FBS), 100 U ml−1 penicillin,
100 µg ml−1 streptomycin, 2.5 µg ml−1 amphotericin B
(Gibco-BRL), and 1 mg ml−1 collagenase type B (Boehringer
Mannheim GmbH, Germany) at 37 ◦C on an orbital shaker.
After 24 h, the undigested pieces were discarded and the
supernatant was collected and distributed onto fresh tissue
culture dishes. Every dish was filled with 20 ml of fresh
Dulbecco’s modified Eagle’s medium (DMEM) supplemented
with 10% FBS, 1% antibiotic-antimycotic (ABAM) and 1%
L-glutamine. Cell cultures were incubated in a humidified
incubator in 5% CO2 at 37 ◦C. Culture media was changed
every three to four days. To prepare the cell printing solution,
cell pellets at passage 6 were re-suspended in a mixture of
fibrinogen (10 mg ml−1) and rat tail collagen type I (1.5 mg
ml−1) in PBS at a concentration of 3–4 × 106 cells ml−1 and
loaded into cell reservoirs.

2.5. Fabrication of cartilage constructs

A layer of PCL was electrospun for 30 min at 3 ml h−1 at
20 kilovolts (KV) through an 18.5 gauge blunt needle syringe.
The syringe was placed 8 cm above a sterile 10 cm petri
dish containing sterile PBS. A sheet of aluminum foil was
placed directly under the petri dish and to act as the ground
for the system and force the PCL to spin directly into
the PBS. Wet electrospinning was necessary because dry
PCL/F-127 rapidly absorbs water from printed constructs
and leads to desiccation of the cells. After spinning a
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Figure 2. (A) Macroscopic view of the printed construct in culture media, scale bar 2 cm. (B) Schematic representation of the five-layer
printed constructs of PCL and chondrocytes. (C) Cross-sectional SEM at 200× magnification shows the layered structure of the scaffold.
PCL can be seen at the left and right with cells and collagen in the middle, scale bar 100 µm. (D) 4000× magnification showing the
microstructure of the PCL, scale bar 10 µm. (E) 500× magnification shows the chondrocytes attaching to the collagen matrix, scale bar
10 µm.

scaffold, but the cell growth, tissue formation, mechanical
properties and functional expression are difficult to control due
to the limitations of this technology. These constructs could
be adequate for use in engineering some tissues, but the cell
placement is not specific enough to build tissues and organs
with complex structural and functional requirements. The
major advantage of our technique over previous work is that we
are using inkjet printing to precisely control deposition of cells
in complex patterns within the layers. This is an ability that no
other system has been able to demonstrate and illustrates the
power of this novel system. The architecture of electrospun
scaffolds could already be controlled by manipulating the
polymer flow rate, needle size, voltage, and electric field
to organize layered tissue constructs in the Z direction. The
current prototype we used for this study needed lengthy time
to fabricate the constructs. This is mostly due to the time
required to electrospin the PCL scaffolds. Further development
is necessary to build a high-throughput system that could
fabricate constructs in a reasonably acceptable time.

3.2. Cell viability

Printed hybrid constructs with chondrocytes were analyzed
using the Molecular ProbesTM viability/cytotoxicity assay.

The live/dead assay indicated that after one week in culture,
81.58 ± 3.46% of the chondrocytes in the printed hybrid
constructs were viable. This suggests that the combined
electrospinning/printing process did not affect the viability of
the cells, which showed similar viabilities at similar time points
in previous experiments [15]. The electrospinning process did
not significantly affect the printed cells, likely because the
collection plate acted as the ground and prevented the cells
from being directly exposed to the voltage. Furthermore, other
studies have shown that cells can be directly deposited at high
voltage with no apparent detrimental effects [30, 31].

3.3. Mechanical testing

To evaluate the structural and mechanical properties of the
constructs, we examined the Young’s modulus and UTS
of each construct and compared these to the values for
constructs fabricated with PCL alone by electrospinning and
for constructs produced with alginate, the scaffolding material
typically used in bioprinting. Mechanical testing demonstrated
that the printed hybrid constructs were stiffer and were able to
withstand greater tensile stress than alginate, collagen/fibrin or
electrospun PCL/F-127-only constructs (table 1). The Young’s
modulus of the printed hybrid constructs (1.76 MPa) was four
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proliferation sites. However, although cell growth on the scaffold
strut had increased dramatically after 31 days of cell culture,
cell compactness between pores of the scaffold was still low.

Previously, our group attempted to address cell compactness
by using hierarchical scaffolds with PCL struts and electrospun
PCL nanofibers for cartilage regeneration.20 We found that cell
proliferation improved greatly and cell compactness was
dramatically enhanced over a short cell culturing time. However,
cell attachment and proliferation mainly occurred in the elec-
trospun fibers within the hierarchical scaffolds. The goal of the
present research was to resolve this problem.

To address this difficulty, we fabricated a hierarchical
composite scaffold that consisted of PCL/!-TCP struts and
electrospun collagen nanofibers, which is one of the main
organic components of bone.5 To determine the effects of !-TCP
in the PCL struts and electrospun collagen fibers, we fabricated
composite scaffolds with three different compositions (0, 20,
40 wt %) of !-TCP in the layered PCL struts with or without
electrospun collagen fibers. The fabricated hierarchical scaffolds
were assessed for surface morphology, TCP composition, and
tensile modulus. We then compared these result with those
obtained using composite scaffolds without electrospun collagen
nanofibers. In addition, water-absorbability, hydrophilic proper-
ties, and biological capabilities of these scaffolds were also
evaluated by culturing osteoblast-like cells (MG63).

2. Experimental Section
Materials. PCL (Mw, 80000; melting point, 60 °C) was obtained

from Sigma-Aldrich (St. Louis, MO, U.S.A.), and bioceramic (!-TCP)
powders were purchased from Fluka (St. Louis, MO, U.S.A.). The
measured particle size distributions of !-TCP were between 100 nm
and 12 µm. Type-I collagen (Matrixen-PSP; Bioland, Cheonan City,
South Korea) from porcine tendon was used for the electrospinning
process and it was deposited on the surface of the PCL/!-TCP struts.
To fabricate electrospun collagen fibers, which were layered between
the composite struts, we dissolved 4 wt % collagen in a 1,1,1,3,3,3-
hexafluoro-2-propanol solvent and injected the solution through a nozzle
(21 G) using 20 mL glass syringes. To cross-link the electrospun
collagen nanofibers, a 1-ethyl-(3-3-dimethylaminopropyl) carbodiimide
hydrochloride (EDC; Mw 191.7; Sigma-Aldrich) solution was used.

Scaffold Fabrication. As shown in Figure 1, to fabricate 3D
hierarchical composite scaffolds, we used two combined processes: a melt
plotting connected to a three-axis robot system to draw the mixture of

PCL and !-TCP particles and an electrospinning system to generate
collagen nanofibers. The mixture of PCL powders and !-TCP powders
was injected into a heating cylindrical cartridge at 115 °C. The melted
PCL/!-TCP was extruded through a heated 250-µm needle tip with constant
pressure. The extruded strands were reground in a freezer mill to obtain a
uniform distribution of !-TCP in PCL resin during the extrusion process.
The reground mixture was again transferred to the cylindrical cartridge of
the machine, and the perpendicular composite struts were plotted on a
plotting stage. The temperature of the processing and ambient temperature
of the plotting system were fixed at 115 and 20 °C, respectively. The
mixture was drawn by controlling the pneumatic pressure (680 ( 47 kPa)
and plotted with a 250 µm needle tip. First, PCL or PCL/!-TCP were
transferred to the cylindrical cartridge of the plotter and the perpendicular
PCL or PCL/!-TCP struts were plotted on a plotting stage to complete
one layer. Second, the upper stage connected to the electrospinning
apparatus was moved automatically to the layered struts, and then collagen
nanofibers were electrospun on top and this process is repeated several
times to fabricate a 3D scaffold. Electric fields used in this process were
0.17-0.22 kV mm-1, the electrospinning deposition time on the struts
was 1 min, and the flow rate of the collagen solution was fixed at 0.2 mL
h-1 using a syringe pump (KDS 230; KD Scientific, Holliston, MA,
U.S.A.). A power supply (SHV300RD-50K; Convertech, Seoul, South
Korea) was used to provide a high electrical field. To cross-link the collagen
fibers in the hierarchical scaffold, it was immersed in 50 mM EDC solution
in 95% ethanol for 24 h at room temperature. The fabricated scaffolds
were washed several times with a phosphate-buffered saline (PBS) solution
and finally with distilled water to remove the unreacted EDC solution.

Scaffold Characterization. The structural morphology of the
scaffolds was observed under an optical microscope (BX FM-32;
Olympus, Tokyo, Japan) connected to a digital camera and a scanning
electron microscope (SEM; Sirion, Hillsboro, OR, U.S.A.).

To evaluate quantitative amounts of !-TCP in the PCL struts, wide-
angle X-ray diffractometry (WAXD) measurements were performed
with a diffractometer (D/Max-2500, 18 kW; Rigaku, Tokyo, Japan) at
40 kV and 200 mA using sealed-tube Cu KR (1.542 Å) radiation
collimated by a graphite monochromator.

A Fourier-transform infrared (FTIR) spectrometer (model 6700;
Nicolet, West Point, PA, U.S.A.) was used for measuring the cross-
linking of electrospun collagen nanofibers. IR spectra represent the
average of 30 scans between 400 and 4000 cm-1 at a resolution of 8
cm-1.

Water absorption was calculated by weighing the scaffolds before
and after soaking in distilled water for 2 h, in accordance with the
methods described by of Li et al.21 The percent increase in water
absorption was calculated as (%) ) (W2h - Wo)/Wo × 100, where W2h

Figure 1. Schematic of fabrication processes for producing composite scaffolds and hierarchical scaffolds that consist of PCL, !-TCP particles,
and electrospun collagen nanofibers.
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•  Combina<on	  of	  extrusion	  based	  systems,	  
electrospinning,	  and	  inkjet	  prin<ng	  can	  
poten<ally	  combine:	  
– Mechanical	  proper<es	  
– Micro	  and	  nano	  topology	  
– Biochemical	  cues	  
– Cell	  disposi<on	  


